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IPO SHARE LOCK-UPS: FINNISH EVIDENCE

Tavoitteet Tutkielman tavoitteena oli selvittää ja kuvata listautumisanteihin kuuluvia 
osakkeenomistajien lock-up -myyntiraj oituksia sekä mitata niiden 
laukeamiseen liittyviä epänormaaleja kurssi- ja volyymireaktioita 
käyttäen suomalaista pörssiaineistoa. Tarkoituksena oli myös mallintaa 
myyntiraj oitusten laajuutta sekä epänormaaleja kurssi- ja 
volyymireaktioita regressioanalyysillä. Lisäksi pyrkimyksenä oli 
hyödyntää antiesitteiden tarjoamaa tietokantoja tarkempaa informaatiota.

Lähdeaineisto

Lähdeaineistona oli 56 vuosina 1994-2000 Helsingin Arvopaperi- ja 
johdannaispörssin Pää-, I- ja NM-listalle listautunutta yritystä. Näistä 
yrityksistä viidellätoista oli kaksi lock-up -periodia.

Tutkimustapa

Yleisimpiä tilastollisia tunnuslukuja käytettiin kuvaamaan lock-up 
-myyntiraj oitusten yleisyyttä ja kattavuutta. Kurssireaktioiden 
mittaamiseen käytettiin kumulatiivisiin epänormaaleihin tuottoihin 
perustuvaa event study -tapahtumatutkimusta. Epänormaalien volyymien 
mittaamiseksi kaupankäynti volyymejä verrattiin aikaisempaan tasoon. 
Tilastollista merkittävyyttä tutkittiin parametrisellä t-testillä sekä ei- 
parametrisillä Wilcoxonin ja generalised sign -testeillä. Pienimmän 
neliösumman regressioanalyysissä käytettiin hyväksi teoriaan ja 
aikaisempiin lock-up -tutkimuksiin perustuvia informaation 
asymmetriaan, listautumisantiin ja omistusrakenteeseen liittyviä muuttujia.

Tulokset Lock-up -myyntirajoitukset ovat annin järjestäjän tärkeä signalointikeino 
alihinnoittelun lisäksi. Niiden tehtävänä on yhdenmukaistaa yhtiön johdon 
ja ulkopuolisten sijoittajien intressejä ja vähentää informaation 
asymmetriaa estämällä määräajaksi listautumista seuraavat mahdolliset 
tärkeiden osakkeenomistajien osakemyynnit. Kustannuksena on kuitenkin 
osakkeen huono likviditeetti alussa ja negatiivinen kurssireaktio lock-up - 
periodin päättyessä. Kurssilasku tapahtuu pääosassa lähipäivinä ennen 
myyntirajoituksen laukeamista, joten se on seurausta sijoittajien 
ennakoinnista osakkeiden tarjonnan mittavaan lisääntymiseen. 
Kurssilaskua ja epänormaaleja volyymejä selittävät parhaiten lukittujen 
osakkeiden suhteellinen osuus, aiemmin listautumisen yhteydessä myyty 
osakemäärä, venture capital -rahoitus sekä omistuksen keskittyneisyys. 
Mikäli osakekurssi nousee huomattavasti lock-up -periodin aikana, on 
mahdollista, että annin pääjärjestäjä purkaa myyntiraj oituksen.

Avainsanat listautumisanti, lock-up, informaation asymmetria, signalointi
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IPO SHARE LOCK-UPS: FINNISH EVIDENCE

Aim of the study

The aim of the study was to explore and describe the IPO share lock-ups, 
and to measure abnormal return and volume around the expiration of the 
lock-up period using Finnish data. The purpose was to model the extent of 
the lock-ups, abnormal price performance, and abnormal volume using 
regression analysis. Furthermore, the intention was to utilise the more 
precise hand-collected information instead of using databases.

Sources The sample consisted of 56 companies that went public on the Helsinki 
Exchanges during 1994-2000. Fifteen of these firms had two lock-up 
periods.

Research methodology

Most common summary statistics were used to describe the frequency and 
extent of the lock-up provisions. Standard event study methodology was 
applied to measure cumulative abnormal returns. Abnormal volume was 
obtained by comparing trading volume around the event to its previous 
levels. Parametric t-test, non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test, and 
non-parametric generalised sign test were used to examine statistical 
significance. Ordinary least squares regressions, which included 
information asymmetry, offering and ownership structure related variables 
based on finance theory and earlier lock-up studies, were run too.

Results Lock-up provisions are an essential tool, besides underpricing, in 
signalling firm quality. They help to align the interests of the management 
and outside shareholders, and to reduce information asymmetry by 
prohibiting temporarily the share sales of important shareholders. 
However, newly listed companies lack free float and suffer from negative 
price reaction at the lock-up expiration. The majority of the decline occurs 
just few days before the expiration date that indicates anticipation to the 
major increase in the supply of shares. The fraction of locked shares, the 
fraction of shares sold at the offering, venture capital financing, and 
ownership concentration seemed to explain the price drop and abnormal 
volume best. If a stock appreciates significantly during the lock-up period, 
it is possible that the lead manager cancels the share lock-up earlier than 
scheduled.

Keywords initial public offering, lock-up, information asymmetry, signalling
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background and previous findings

As concern the initial public offerings (IPOs), information asymmetries represent a 

major challenge between the inside and outside shareholders of the company. A private 

company does not have to publish financial information, and is not tracked by analysts 

or media. Thus, reading the IPO prospectus may be the first opportunity for the public 

to acquire knowledge about company going public. This places the outside investors 

into a seriously disadvantageous position compared to the insiders who run the 

company. To make sure that the actions of the inside shareholders are aligned with the 

interests of the outsiders, insider share ownership is encouraged through stock option 

plans and lock-up provisions, for instance.

Consequently, share lock-up provisions have become an integral part of the offering 

circular i.e. IPO prospectus. Lock-up contracts are special clauses that prohibit share 

sales by the pre-IPO shareholders for specific time period. They serve several purposes 

of interest groups taking part in the IPO. Lock-ups help underwriters’ efforts to sell 

securities on the primary markets and support price stabilisation activities on the 

secondary markets. For the outside investors, lock-up provisions alleviate information 

asymmetries related to the true nature of the IPO firm as they allow more time for the 

public to gain knowledge about the firm’s performance and, thus, assure that the IPO 

firms’ insiders are not cashing out soon after the flotation.

Inside share ownership is supported by the previous empirical research as well. Leland 

and Pyle (1977) and Keloharju and Kulp (1996) find a positive correlation between 

equity retention by the original entrepreneurs and firm’s market capitalisation. In the 

context of the initial public offerings Ibbotson and Ritter (1995) state: “Investors are 

willing to pay more for a firm where the insiders have agreed to retain their shares for 

long period of time for two reasons: 1) any negative information being withheld is 

likely to be divulged before the shares can be sold, reducing the benefit of withholding 

the information, and 2) as long as the insiders retain large shareholdings, their 

incentives will be more closely aligned with those of outside equity holders.”
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The extent of the inside share ownership can be controlled by the lock-up provisions in 

the IPO prospectuses. Then, the risk characteristics and ownership structure of the 

company can be taken account. In general, lock-ups should be longer or a larger fraction 

of shares should be locked up when the company represents a risky investment. Brav 

and Gompers (2000), Brau, Lambson and McQueen (2001) and Field and Hanka (2001) 

report that lock-ups are longer in IPOs subject to greater informational asymmetries 

(low firm transparency) that are not certified by the venture capitalists. The problems 

related to the information asymmetry are most present in young technology intensive 

firms with lower book-to-market ratios.

However, locking up the pre-IPO shareholders shares has its price too. At the expiration 

of the lock-up period a significant amount of shares (about 60% of the outstanding post- 

IPO shares) becomes freely tradable. This moves the supply of the shares outward and 

may lead to a major supply shock while repressing the share price. As a result, several 

researchers have found statistically significant negative abnormal returns and 

abnormally high volume around lock-up expirations (see, e.g., Bradley et al. 2000; Brav 

and Gompers, 2000; Ofek and Richardson, 2000; Field and Hanka, 2001). The results 

are mainly attributed to the presence of venture capitalists, price run-up since the IPO, 

number of shares locked, low book-to-market ratios, high volatility in stock’s price, 

length of lock-up, and firm size.

1.2 Motivation for the study

IPO share lock-ups represent an interesting area of research since 1) the expiration date 

is known at the time of the IPO, and 2) is clearly not information based, and 3) involves 

a large, permanent increase in supply of shares. Any abnormal returns at the lock-up 

expiration violate the efficient market hypothesis.

It especially fruitful to study IPO share lock-ups by using Finnish data. First, Helsinki 

Exchanges (HEX) provides an attractive market place to deepen the knowledge on the 

IPO share lock-ups due to its heavy technology firm bias. Second, by using hand- 

collected data straight from the offering prospectuses, we are able examine the diversity 

and extent of the lock-up provisions more thoroughly. Thus, the study will show how
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different owner groups are subject to different selling restrictions. Third, we will 

examine the price and volume effects at the lock-up expiration separately for simple and 

staggered lock-up provisions. Fourth, as there has been a lively discussion in the media 

concerning the violations of IPO share lock-ups and insiders cashing out in advance of 

bad news, we will see whether the pre-IPO share owners tap the opportunity to exit 
right after (or in some cases even before) the expiration date.1

1.3 Aim and limitations of the study

The theoretical framework is split into three main parts. To provide a rationale for the 

use of the IPO share lock-ups, the first part of the theoretical discussion is based on the 

views and interests of the actors on the primary market, namely the underwriters, pre- 

IPO shareholders and IPO investors. Lock-up agreements with the lead manager, rules 

of the Helsinki Exchanges, and the signalling aspects of the lock-up contracts as 

commitment devices will be handled. In the second part of the theoretical discussion the 

focus is on the secondary markets, and at the time of the lock-up expiration. The study 

tries to offer insights into how various investor groups unwind their investment 

positions. This enables us to gain knowledge on the stock’s elasticity also. A literature 

review on the previous lock-up studies concludes the theoretical discussion.

The empirical part of the study provides an illustrative overview on the Finnish IPO 

market and the lock-up provisions included in the prospectuses in 1994-2000. 

Descriptive statistics will be presented on the length and extent of the lock-up contracts 

signed between the lead manager and pre-IPO shareholders. Furthermore, regression 

analysis will be conducted to assess the offering-, firm- and ownership-specific cross- 

sectional determinants of the lock-up characteristics.

Furthermore, the purpose is to measure price and liquidity effects of the lock-up 

expirations on the HEX. Regression analysis will be run to address the cross-sectional 

variation in the reactions associated with the expiration of the IPO share lock-up. The 

obtained results will enable us to make conclusions on the market reactions in the case 

of a large, permanent increase in the supply of shares.

1 See e.g. Kauppalehti 11.5.2000, Helsingin Sanomat 18.10.2000 and 22.1.2001.
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Finally, specific attention is being paid on the violations of the IPO share lock-ups on 

the HEX. It is examined how extensively the early release of the lock-up is in use and 

what are the motivations behind the selling decisions. Moreover, the study reveals the 

investor groups that prefer to sell shares before the lock-up expiration. Again, price and 

liquidity effects will be quantified.

1.4 Summary of the results

Basically all IPO prospectuses include a lock-up clause for pre-IPO shareholders 

nowadays. They can help to align the interests of insiders and new shareholders in 

companies that come to market. Lock-ups prevent pre-IPO shareholders from flipping 

their shares right after the initial public offering, and alleviate information asymmetries 

before the lock-up expiration. But these benefits are realised at a cost - the reduction of 

liquidity prior to the expiration date: free float is less than 40%. This can clog the price 

mechanism making it harder for investors to value their shares. Moreover, when 

restrictions end, companies tend to come under pressure in the market. During the eight- 

day period from five days before to two days after the expiration date the cumulative 

abnormal return is -2,88%. Furthermore, lock-up agreements can be circumvented or 

modified with the written consent of the lead manager of the offering.

The lesson from this study is that investors should pay attention to the extent of the 

lock-up provision in the offering prospectus, and anticipate the unlock date. When it 

comes down to making investment decisions in practice, investors ought to be 

especially careful with the stocks about to unlock soon. There is no rationale to buy a 

stock in the week before the scheduled unlock day, ceteris paribus. It could even pay to 

sell a stock if a high fraction of the shares have been locked up, the company is backed 

by venture capitalists, or the ownership base is dispersed. However, the case is not this 

straightforward always: the lead manager can circumvent the lock-up period due to the 

expected unrest at the expiration. A stock exchange release referring to this action 

should act as a signal to sell shares as well. Hence, it is recommended for financial 

analysts and market strategists to take account the unlock dates when giving advice to 

their clients.
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2 IPO share lock-up contracts

This chapter provides theoretical background for the IPO share lock-ups in the context 

of primary markets, namely the flotation of equity capital. The purpose is shed some 

light on why share lock-up provisions can be found in the IPO prospectuses in the first 

place. First, the most typical characteristics of the lock-up agreements between the 

company, pre-IPO shareholders, and the lead manager are being described. Second, the 

NM list rule of the Helsinki Exchanges concerning IPO share lock-ups is shortly 

presented. Third, the chapter includes an in-depth discussion about the share lock-ups as 

commitment devices. More precisely, adverse selection and signalling models are being 

covered.

2.1 Lock-up agreements with the lead manager

Most IPOs feature share lock-up agreements, which prohibit pre-IPO shareholders from 

selling any of their shares for a specified period without the consent of the lead manager 

of the initial public offering. The selling restriction usually applies to the selling 

shareholders; in some cases it is extended to apply to the employees of the firm and the 

board of directors as well. The terms of the lock-up provision are disclosed in the IPO 

prospectus.

The following extract from Teleste’s offering circular, which is dated on the March 29th 

1999, provides an example of a typical lock-up agreement:

The Institutional Selling Shareholder, the Company and certain other shareholders of the 

Company (not serving on the Company’s Board of Directors) have undertaken not to 

offer, issue, sell, contract to sell or otherwise dispose of any Shares of securities 

convertible into Shares held as of the date of the completion of the Combined Offering 

for a period of six months thereafter without the prior written consent of the Lead 

Manager (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld).

Members of the Company’s Board of Directors who own shares in the Company and the 

CEO have agreed not to sell or dispose of any interest in the Shares held as of the date of 

the completion of the Combined Offering for a period of 12 months thereafter without the
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prior written consent of the Lead Manager (such consent not to be unreasonably 

withheld).

The typical lock-up lasts for 180 days, and covers most of the shares not sold in the 

IPO. This is interesting since while the lock-up is in effect, trading in the IPO firm is 

distinctly different from trading in established firms. Only a fraction (typically about 

one third) of the outstanding shares can trade, and there is little selling by employees, 

executives, or other pre-IPO shareholders. (Field and Hanka, 2001)

The simplest form of a lock-up provision is a single period for all pre-IPO investors that 

are subject to the selling restriction. Nevertheless, in some cases a staggered lock-up 

agreement has been chosen. Generally speaking, institutional shareholders, like venture 

capitalists, are subject to shorter lock-up period whereas management shareholders are 

prohibited from selling their shares for a longer time period.

The final terms of the offering, namely offer price and the number of the shares issued 

and sold are decided when signing the underwriting agreement. This is also the date of 

the final offering circular, which replaces the preliminary offering circular, so called 

“Red Herring”. The underwriting agreement often includes a lock-up clause. It can be 

stated in a variety ways. The clearest way to express the lock-up period is to state that 

the lock-up begins from the date of the offering circular or from the date of the 

underwriting agreement. This is usually the case in international prospectuses and has 

also become more common in Finland lately. Then, the start of the lock-up period is 

easily identifiable. A more obscure way is to say that the lock-up begins from the 

completion of the offering. Again, in most of the cases the phrase refers to the date of 

the underwriting agreement, but can also refer to the date of the listing. In general, 

different practises to express the start of the lock-up period complicate the identification 

of the exact lock-up expiration and make it difficult to anticipate the significant increase 

in the supply of shares.

In Finland and the U.S. the expiration date is usually a predetermined day without 

flexibility to have an influence on it. However, other alternatives exist also. Using data 

from the London Stock Exchange (LSE), Espenlaub et al. (2001) find that expiry dates 

specified relative to the publication of annual results or other events in the company
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calendar are popular too. These firms gain greater flexibility by specifying expiry 

relative to an event whose timing is to some extent under the control of the locked up 

directors themselves.

It is noteworthy that lock-up contracts are just agreements between the shareholders and 

lead manager; the agreement not to sell equity holdings is governed only by this 
underwriter agreement. They are not legally binding or required by the authorities.2 The 

underwriter can release any of the securities subject to the lock-up agreements at any 

time without notice. As it is stated in some prospectuses, such consent to sell securities 

prior to the lock-up expiration is not unreasonably withheld. Brav and Gompers (2000) 

find that this early release is extensively used in the U.S. This is not uncommon in 

Finland either, and these cases will be explored further in detail later in this study.

From the underwriters’ point of view, the prohibition of share sales for a certain period 

of time is often claimed to a necessary commitment device to induce the public to buy 

shares at the offering. Mohan and Chen (2001) report that discussions with some 

underwriters indicate that influential investors require the lock-up. The length and 

number of shares subject to the lock-up provision are determined during informal 

discussions with these buyers during the book-building process.

Brav and Gompers (2000) claim that because insiders have better information about the 

firm’s future prospects, insiders may try to take advantage of that information at or soon 

after the initial public offering by cashing out. Prohibiting equity sales for a given 

length of time would allow time for the managers’ private information about the firm’s 

future prospects to be revealed over time and, as result, lead to higher liquidity in the 

aftermarket.

Field and Hanka (2001) and Mohan and Chen (2001) posit that IPO share lock-ups may 

also aid the underwriters’ price support efforts by temporarily constraining the supply of 

shares. Ellis et al. (2000) confirm the dominant position of the lead underwriter in 

aftermarket trading. Analysing 306 IPOs on Nasdaq from 1996 to 1997, they find that 

the lead underwriter handles about 50% of the total volume when measured over the

2 However, some stock exchanges, for example Helsinki Exchanges, Euronext, and LSE have their own 
lock-up regulations.
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first few months of trading. Ellis et al. report that in taking substantial inventory 

positions in the stock (about seven percent of the shares offered) the lead underwriter is 

exposed to a significant amount of inventory risk. More specifically, Aggarwal (2000) 

reports that underwriters routinely sell more shares to the investors than the initial 

allotment, creating a short position. If the stock price falls below the offer price, the 

underwriter covers the short position and provides price support by buying shares in the 

secondary market. If the stock price rises above the offer price, the underwriter 

exercises the over allotment option. Hence, Mohan and Chen (2001) argue that the 

second scenario is more profitable for the underwriting and restricting insider selling is 

consistent with the preferred underwriter approach to price stabilisation. Lock-up 

features, therefore, potentially reduce the risk of price stabilisation.

A more sceptical view on the IPO share lock-ups is that lock-ups could also arise from 

“boilerplate” documents, which are a result of a trend towards standardisation (Brau et 

al., 2001). This argument is supported by Field and Hanka (2001): in 1988 only 43% of 

lock-ups were exactly 180 days; by 1996 more than 90% of lock-up periods were 180 

days. In addition, Chen and Ritter (2000) find that the underwriter’s spread became 

standardised at seven percent over the same period.

2.2 Rules of the Helsinki Exchanges

When planning the lock-up agreement with the lead manager, the companies seeking a 

listing on the NM list and their pre-IPO shareholders have to take account the Rules of 

the Helsinki Exchanges that include lock-up regulations in the rules of the I list, NM 

list, and Pre list. Section 3 “Conditions and Terms on Admission to Listing” of the 

chapter 2.2 “Admission of a Share on the NM list” states the following:

If the company has less than three financial statements for accounting periods of 12 

months' duration, an additional requirement for the admission to listing shall be that a 

shareholder holding over 5 percent of the shares or voting rights of the company 

undertakes not to dispose of its shares within one year from the admission to listing of the 

share so that the ownership or proportion of shares would decrease below 80 percent of 

the ownership at the time of admission to listing.
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This clause overrules the agreement between the company, selling shareholders and 

lead manager. Thus, even though the lock-up agreement stated in the prospectus has 

expired, shareholders cannot dispose of the shares if the NM list rule is still valid. 

However, this restriction is not foolproof either. Helsinki Exchanges has the right to 

grant exemptions concerning this rule. Hence, alleviations have been stated in the 

prospectuses.

2.3 IPO share lock-ups as commitment devices

To get further insight into IPO share lock-ups, theories related asymmetric information 

are presented next. The two main sources for the discussion are the adverse selection 

models and signalling models. It is especially fruitful to approach these theories in the 

context of equity issuance since it definitely involves separate groups with different 

knowledge about the true nature of the firm performance. These models are not two 

separate theories but signalling models are based on adverse selection problems. Thus, 

they should be treated as an imminent problem and a solution to alleviate asymmetries.

2.3.1 Adverse selection

The going public process is clearly subject to the Myers and Majluf (1984) adverse 

selection problem due the information asymmetries between the informed managers of 

the firm and uninformed outside investors. Selling overvalued shares in an IPO benefits 

existing shareholders at the expense of the new shareholders. Furthermore, by selling 

their overvalued secondary shares in the issue, insiders can exploit new shareholders for 

direct personal gain. Knowing management incentives but lacking complete 

information, investors interpret the new issue as a signal of overvaluation.

Perhaps the best-known asymmetric information model is Rock’s (1986) winner’s 

curse. Rock assumes that both the issuing firms and its underwriting bank are 

completely uninformed about the true value of the shares, whereas some - but not all - 

investors are perfectly informed. Given the presence of informed investors, uninformed 

investors face a winner’s curse: they stand a greater chance of being allocated stock in
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overpriced rather than in rationed underprised flotations, the reason being that informed 

investors avoid subscribing to IPOs they expect to be overpriced. Since the demand of 

the stocks on the primary market is dependent on the continued participation of 

uninformed investors, IPO underwriters enforce an underpricing equilibrium that 

compensates the uninformed for the allocation bias and the informed for their 

information production.

However, underpricing is costly to the issuing firm. Therefore, Carter and Manaster 

(1990) argue that low risk firms attempt to reveal their low risk characteristic to the 

market. One way they can do this is by selecting underwriters with high prestige. 

Furthermore, Beatty and Ritter (1986) suggest that, if the level of ex ante uncertainty is 

endogenous, an issuing firm has an incentive to reduce this uncertainty by voluntarily 

disclosing information. IPO share lock-ups can be seen as efforts to overcome this 

uncertainty problem.

On the other hand, because of the repeat business with potential purchasers, an 

investment banker can develop a reputation and earn a return on this reputation (Beatty 

and Ritter 1986). Thus, Brav and Gompers (2000) claim that underwriters write lock

ups that reflect their reputation. Specifically, the shorter the lock-up, the more 

reputation is at stake since any adverse information occurring shortly after the IPO will 

imply that the underwriter may not have done the due diligence appropriately.

2.3.2 Signalling by equity retention

The key informational assumption states that the insiders are better informed about the 

present value of the company’s future cash flows than are investors or underwriters. 

This problem is aggravated at the IPO when the company gets new shareholders and the 

initial owner-managers’ stakes are reduced. Jensen and Meckling (1976) posit that as 

the owner-manager’s fraction of the equity falls, his fractional claim on the outcomes 

falls, and this will tend to encourage him to appropriate larger amounts of the corporate 

resources in the form of perquisites. Furthermore, his incentive to devote significant 

effort to creative activities such as searching out new profitable ventures falls. An 

agency problem exists when it is impossible to monitor costlessly the performance of a
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manager to whom decision-making has been delegated. Therefore, to maximise the firm 

value, management share ownership is enforced though stock market based 

compensation and lock-up provisions.

2.3.2.1 One-period approaches

Leland and Pyle (1977) one-period signalling model has often been used as a basis for 

the further scientific discussion. In Leland and Pyle, the entrepreneurs signal their inside 

information through their willingness to invest in their own projects. However, 

signalling is costly because it induces the entrepreneurs to hold a larger fraction of the 

firm’s equity and, hence, prevents them from diversifying their investment portfolio to 

the extent that they would otherwise. Investors realise this and, thus, pay more for 

shares in firms where the entrepreneurs are retaining a large holding.

The Leland-Pyle (LP) model has been tested in the IPO environment by several 

researchers. First major test was conducted by Downes and Heinkel (1982) using 197 

unseasoned offerings over the period of 1965-1969. This study found the price-to- 

eamings ratio of the issuing to be positively and significantly related to the percentage 

of equity retained. Extending the analysis of Downes and Heinkel by examining 559 

IPOs in 1965-1973, Ritter (1984) notes that a positive relation between firm value and 

insider holdings could also be due to the agency hypothesis, while the evidence was 
ambiguous with respect to wealth effect and LP signalling hypothesis.3

International evidence has been provided by Keasey and McGuinness (1992) and 

Keloharju and Kulp (1996). Keasey and McGuinness explore several signals using a set 

of 190 issuing UK firms and find similar results as earlier in the US. Most interestingly 

from the Finnish investor’s point of view, using the data from 60 Finnish IPOs during 

1984-1993 Keloharju and Kulp find that firm value, measured by market-to-book ratio, 

is positively related to the fraction of equity retained by the initial owners too.

3 The wealth effect explanation rests upon the fact that, to raise a given amount of money, the initial 
owners must sell a smaller proportion of the stock in a firm the greater the market value of the firm. The 
Jensen-Meckling agency hypothesis and Leland-Pyle signalling model have been discussed earlier.
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However, Boehmer (1993) argues that relation between firm value and entrepreneurial 
ownership may not be as straightforward as described above. A significant N-shaped 

relation between firm value and insider holdings is documented. For insider ownership 

smaller than 33% and larger than 58% insider holdings are positively related to firm 

value; for holdings between 33% and 58% a negative relation is found. Hence, Boehmer 

suggests that an evaluation of ownership must control for firm size and wealth effect 

exposure. Krinsky and Rotenberg (1989) present an even more sceptical view by 

reporting no statistical significance in any of their models. They argue that extant 

theories of potential signalling mechanisms employed in the initial offering process do 

not translate easily into directly testable hypothesis.

2.3.2.2 Multi-period approaches

Clearly, signalling models in the context of the study would be of little importance if 

companies did not follow a multi-stage sale policy of an initial flotation followed by 

subsequent equity offerings or insider sales. Gale and Stiglitz (1989) allow insiders to 

sell in two trading periods: an initial IPO period and a subsequent open-market period. 

The idea is that the entrepreneurs with bad projects can mimic the entrepreneurs with 

good projects by retaining equity at the primary offering and, thus, making investors’ 

efforts to distinguish between the firms very difficult. However, retaining equity is 

costly because of the exogenous price risk due to the probability concerning the 

revelation of the firm’s true performance. The result is that retaining equity is not very 

costly when uncertainty is small, and there will only be pooling equilibria in this case. 

When the level of uncertainty is great, there exists a separating equilibrium, which is, 

however, Pareto-dominated by the pooling equilibria. In conclusion, the Gale and 

Stiglitz model raises problems to the multi-period signalling.

Courteau (1995) takes account the regulation imposed by the U.S. Securities and 

Exchange Commission (SEC). The study examines the role of retention commitments, 

whether regulatory or voluntary, in signalling strategies. Courteau argues that in order 

to make the voluntary commitment more credible, the underwriter of the issue is made 

answerable for the keeping of the promise. Since underwriters are in the market on a 

long-term basis, they have a reputation to uphold so it is in their interest to restrict
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trades by insiders that would make investors wary of the future offerings they will 

underwrite. Their guarantee, thus, makes voluntary commitment credible just as the 

legal system enforcing SEC regulations makes regulatory commitment credible. 

However, the findings of Brav and Gompers (2000) that lock-up commitment are 

extensively violated cast some doubts on the credibility of the voluntary retention 

commitments.

Examining 464 U.S. IPOs in 1981 Courteau (1995) reports that the number of firms 

with a voluntary extended holding period exceeds the number of those on which long 

retention was imposed by regulations (both SEC Rule 144 and Blue Sky laws imposed 

by individual states). Furthermore, the length of the holding period is not statistically 

different, whether a longer period is mandatory or voluntary. Also, owners who commit 

to a longer retention period retain significantly lower percentage of their firm’s 

outstanding shares after the offer.

Courteau (1995) builds a model to integrate retention commitments into a signalling 

strategy where the entrepreneur chooses in an effort to communicate private information 

to prospective investors, and to issue the firm’s shares at their true value. It also takes 

into account that information is released about the firm’s performance before the second 

round of trading between the entrepreneur and investors. The results of the analysis 

show that, in general, higher quality firms are likely to have to resort to a long holding 

period (ceteris paribus), since it takes a higher level of retention to convince investors of 

their firms’ value. Longer holding periods may also be necessary when the information 

content of the financial reports is low and very little uncertainty is resolved at the end of 

the minimum retention period. In contrast, firms for which the information release is 

expected to have a large impact on share price prefer shorter holding period. Courteau 

argues that in the case of firms going public very shortly after their formation, it is more 

beneficial to the owner to commit to a longer holding period. This is because of the fact 

that while they are in the development stage, their financial reports contain very little 

information about the future performance or long-term prospects. Hence, the 

argumentation used by Courteau seems to be consistent with the view that the 

information asymmetries related to young, small firms are the largest.
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2.3.3 Relation to signalling by underpricing

The models presented above contain only one signalling device, namely equity retention 

by the pre-IPO shareholders. Nevertheless, IPO underpricing is seen as a similarly 

important signal in the finance literature. With regard to the expiration of the IPO share 

lock-up, which is the second opportunity for the entrepreneur to sell shares, of most 

relevance may be the studies concerning follow-on seasoned equity offerings (SEO). 

Allen and Faulhaber (1989), Grinblatt and Hwang (1989) and Welch (1989) add a 

second selling date (SEO) and a second signal (underpricing). Underpriced new issues 

“leave a good taste” with investors, allowing the firms and insiders to sell future 

offerings at a higher price than would otherwise be the case. Also, in these models low 

quality firms incur imitation costs to appear to be high quality, yet exogenous news may 

reveal the true nature of the firms before the SEO. Thus, underpricing can drive out 

imitators, leading to a separating equilibrium.

Brav and Gompers (2000) suggest that when applying the SEO signalling models of 

Allen and Faulhaber (1989), Grinblatt and Hwang (1989) and Welch (1989) to IPO 

share lock-ups, insiders consider the price that they will be able to sell their shares after 

the expiration of the lock-up. In a separating equilibrium high quality issuers will either 

underprice more, lock for a longer period of time, or lock a larger percent of shares 

outstanding and subsequently sell at a more favourable price upon lock-up expiration.

Garfinkel (1993), Jegadeesh, Weinstein and Welch (1993) and Michaely and Shaw 

(1994), however, find that the hypothesised relation between initial return and 

subsequent seasoned new issues is not present, casting doubt on the empirical relevance 

of signalling as a reason for underpricing. In fact, Garfinkel and Jegadeesh, Weinstein 

and Welch report that the aftermarket return is a stronger predictor of the future 

seasoned offerings than the initial return. Garfinkel also examines insider selling within 

two years of the IPO and finds similar results.

Finally, a recent study by Aggarwal et al. (2001) extends knowledge on strategic IPO 

underpricing, information momentum, and lock-up expiration selling. Based on the 

finding that managers of firms going public usually do not sell their own shares at the
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initial public offering but at the end of the lock-up period they develop a model in 

which the manager strategically underprices the IPO in order to maximize his wealth 

from selling shares at lockup expiration. Aggarwal et al. posit that first-day 

underpricing creates information momentum, i.e., it generates incremental comments 

and recommendations by research analysts, especially by non-lead underwriter analysts. 

This increased research coverage shifts the demand curve for the stock outwards, 

allowing the manager to sell shares at the lock-up expiration at prices higher than he 

would otherwise be able to obtain.

Aggarwal et al. (2001) test the model on 621 Internet and non-Intemet-related IPOs 

during 1993-1999. Consistent with the model, they find that firms in which managers 

retain more shares and hold more options have greater first-day underpricing. Firms 

with greater first-day underpricing receive significantly more recommendations from 

sell-side brokerage firms in the months leading up to the lock-up expiration than do 

firms with less first-day underpricing. This increased coverage from research analysts, 

especially non-lead underwriter analysts, leads to higher stock prices at the lock-up 

expiration. Finally, Aggarwal et al. find that insiders sell more shares in the open 

market, and through secondary offerings when there is more non-lead analyst research 

coverage.

To provide a more critical view on share lock-ups, Allen and Faulhaber (1989) cast 

some doubts over other signalling methods than underpricing. They argue that 

underpricing is likely to dominate any informationally equivalent signal that requires 

costly monitoring; underpricing as a signal requires no monitoring. On other hand, in 

terms of the wealth effect, share lock-ups are clearly superior since they do not involve 

direct wealth losses to the pre-IPO shareholders.
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3 Share sales on the secondary markets

This section discusses the IPO share lock-ups from the point of view of secondary 

markets. Specific attention is being paid on two separate owner groups, namely venture 

capitalists and insiders, who usually are both large pre-IPO and post-IPO shareholders. 

The emphasis is on the share sales on the secondary markets which are allowed after the 

expiration of the lock-up. What are the potential motivations behind the transactions and 

how have the markets reacted to the selling decisions in the past? Furthermore, the 

implications of these sales with respect to the market efficiency and stock’s elasticity 

are being described.

3.1 Behaviour of specific owner groups on the secondary markets

3.1.1 Venture capitalists

Previous research suggests that venture capitalists take economically significant equity 

positions in their portfolio firms. Barry et al. (1990) and Megginson and Weiss (1991) 

report that the aggregate holdings by all venture capitalists, on average, represent well 

over one third of the outstanding shares prior to the initial public offering. Moreover, 

venture capitalists are active investors in the companies they finance. They sit on the 

boards of directors, provide advice, hire key managers, assist in production, line up 

suppliers, and help to develop customer relations (Barry et al., 1990; Gompers and 

Lemer, 1998). Hence, Gompers and Lemer argue that venture capitalists may possess 

information that is not publicly available.

Megginson and Weiss (1991) state that third party certification, like the certification 

provided by venture capitalists, has value whenever securities are being issued in capital 

markets where insiders and outside investors have different information. Thus, Barry et 

al. (1990) and Megginson and Weiss document that the credibility of the venture 

capitalists’ information is enhanced by the fact that they are major shareholders prior to 

the IPO and retain significant portions of the holdings after the offer.
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Correspondingly, Gompers and Lemer (1998) report that venture capitalists usually do 

not sell shares at the time of the IPO but rather undertake a lock-up agreement with the 

underwriter. Even if the lock-up expires, venture capitalists often continue to hold 

shares in the company for months or even years. Nevertheless, when examining the 

ownership positions at least three years after the IPO, Lin and Smith (1998) find that 

both their holdings and managerial involvement decline thereafter. The view is that 

advisory services and investment capital are not easily separable, and that venture 

capitalists reduce equity holdings to redeploy advisory service resources.

Lin and Smith (1998) hypothesize that, in deciding whether to sell during the IPOs, 

venture capitalists balance the costs of continued managerial monitoring involvement 

against the adverse reaction to selling. Furthermore, they facilitate unwinding of 

investment positions by developing reputations for not selling overpriced shares. Thus, 

the results of Lin and Smith suggest that venture capitalists are insiders who recognise 

the value of maintaining reputations with underwriters and secondary market investors 

for not acting opportunistically.

It seems that venture capitalists face a controversy: Lin and Smith (1998) report that in 

discussions venture capitalists indicate that they prefer to sell as much as possible in the 

IPO since remaining shares cannot be traded for several months because of the lock-up 

period stated in the underwriting agreement. This is motivated by the finite life of the 

venture capital funds. On the other hand, the underwriter who has its reputation at stake 

too often limits or prohibits selling during the IPO due to a concern that selling by an 

investor would adversely affect the issue price.

According to Gompers and Lemer (1998) venture capitalists have two alternatives once 

they decide to liquidate their positions after the IPO: They can sell the shares on the 

open market and distribute cash to limited partners, or, as is more often the case, they 

can distribute shares to each limited partner directly. These sales, which occur after 

substantial run-ups in share value, generate a significant -2% price reaction 

immediately around the event. In the months after distribution, returns apparently 

continue to be negative.
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The problem of secondary distributions is especially difficult as concerns thinly traded 

stocks. Venture capitalists used to distribute shares around the time of the lock-up dates, 

but because of the increased publicity and short selling by hedge funds, venture 

capitalists may be more careful nowadays. A venture capitalist states that “to minimise 

adverse market impact it is best not to distribute right as the lock-up expires unless the 

float is very high, the fund has a timing constraint which requires an immediate 

distribution, the fund wants to exit its position either because the stock valuation is 

deemed excessive, or perhaps because the fund is no longer actively involved with the 

company”. (Venture Capital Journal, 1999)

Gompers and Lemer (1998) argue that the results of negative reactions to the secondary 

distributions are consistent with venture capitalists possessing inside information and 

with the partial adjustment of the market to that information. They find that 

distributions that occur in settings where information asymmetries may be greatest - 

especially where the firm has been taken public by a lower-tier underwriter and the 

distribution is soon after the IPO - have larger immediate price declines. Gompers and 

Lemer provide three explanations for the price decline. First, venture capital 

distributions resemble legal insider transactions. Second, share sales end the venture 

capitalists’ value-added monitoring. Third, there is a large increase in the public supply 

of shares.

Nevertheless, the patterns appear to be consistent with the view that the price fall is a 

reaction to insider trading rather than the two other explanations. Since the other group 

of shareholders subject share lock-ups are usually serving as CEOs, directors and 

officers, this encourages us to gain a bit more insight into the insider trading.

3.1.2 Insiders

The strong form of the efficient market hypothesis assumes all available public and 

private information is fully reflected in a security’s market price. Thus, any abnormal 

profits earned by the insiders violate this statement. Nevertheless, a number of studies
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show that insiders are able to outperform outsiders by making abnormal profits.4 As far 

as the expirations of the IPO share lock-ups are concerned, insider sales are of more 

importance than insider purchases. The reason is that a lock-up agreement prohibits 

only share sales and does not cover share purchases on the secondary markets. This 

section looks at the most relevant findings concerning insider trading.

From the empirical results it is apparent that in the short-run insiders are able to identify 

profitable as well as unprofitable situations in their own companies. Givoly and Palmon 

(1985), Seyhun (1986) and Lakonishok and Lee (2001) argue that insiders particularly 

in smaller companies are more likely to be privy to information with a potentially 

substantial effect on its stock price than insiders in a large corporation and are, hence, 

more successful in the timing of the transactions. Furthermore, Seyhun (1988) finds that 

insiders in large firms trade on the basis of economy-wide factors rather than firm- 

specific factors. Thus, it is reasonable to pay attention to the firm size when examining 

the reactions to the expirations of IPO share lock-ups.

However, insider trading does not automatically imply the use of inside information. 

Nunn el al. (1983) name several reasons for insider sales. First, the insider who sells 

may do so for liquidity reasons to finance a personal investment. A second major reason 

for selling may be to provide personal portfolio diversification. Lakonishok and Lee 

(2001) report that from 1975 to 1995 management share sales increased dramatically 

from $2,6 billion to $23,1 billion mainly due to a higher percentage of manager wealth 

linked to their companies’ stocks because of hefty stock options. Third, tax 

considerations may also motivate occasional sales. Finally, selling may occur after 

analysis of either non-public or public information.

Clearly, possible insider trading at the expiration of the IPO share lock-up is not 

necessarily induced by any changes in firm-specific or economy-wide factors. 

Nevertheless, since insider trading is watched by many investors and media, it may 

trigger a wave of transactions in the same direction, thereby generating abnormal 

negative returns in the period following the expiration of the lock-up. The evidence 

suggests also that profits from insider trading are not inevitably associated with

4 See Finnerty (1976) and Seyhun (1986) for example.
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disclosure of specific news about the company; insider transactions serve as a leading 

indicator to the market (Givoly and Palmon, 1985)

Yet, Jain and Kini (1994) document a significant decline in operating performance 

subsequent to the initial public offering. They posit that the decline in operating 

performance of IPO firms comes with a caveat: these firms exhibit high growth in sales 

and capital expenditures. The study shows that IPO firms start out with high market-to- 

book and price-to-eamings ratios relative to their peers but experience a decline in these 

measures after the IPO. Furthermore, earnings per share also decline with time. Jain and 

Kini claim that IPO firms are priced with the expectation that profit margins will grow 

beyond their pre-IPO levels, while in reality they decline over time. In addition, there is 

a significant positive relation between post-IPO operating performance and equity 

retention by the original entrepreneurs.

Also, Teoh, Welch and Wong (1998) suggest that an IPO firm may manage earnings, 

accruals, and cash flows before going public in an attempt to mold investor 

expectations. As information about the firm is revealed over time by the media, 

analysts’ reports, and financial statements, investors may recognise that earnings are not 

maintaining momentum, and the investors lose their optimism. Other things equal, the 

greater the earnings management at the time of the offering, the larger the ultimate price 

correction. Teoh, Welch and Wong argue that the firm also has an incentive to boost 

earnings soon after the IPO to maintain a high market price since the original 

entrepreneurs may wish to sell some of their personal holdings in the secondary market 

at the end of the lock-up period. In the light of the above evidence it is not surprising if 

the expiration of the IPO share lock-up involves abnormal volume and negative returns 

when insiders are cashing out while being unable to maintain earnings momentum.

Underpricing in IPOs, too, may be one reason for the pre-IPO shareholders to dispose of 

their shares only in the aftermarket. Brennan and Franks (1997), and Schultz and Zaman 

(2001) suggest that when pre-IPO investors wish to sell stock they prefer to sell shares 

on the secondary market in order to avoid the costs of underpricing in the offering. 

Additionally, the greater the number of new shares issued in the IPO the smaller the 

sales of existing shares. Brennan and Franks show that it is predominantly non

directors, who may not have private benefits of control that take advantage of the IPO
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and the post-IPO secondary market to dispose of their shareholdings. In contrast, 

directors’ holdings remain substantially intact.

Correspondingly, Seyhun (1986) and Lakonishok and Lee (2001) claim that insiders 

who are closer to day-to-day decision-making trade on more valuable information. 

Thus, managers’ trading is more informative than trading by large shareholders. More 

specifically, Nunn et al. (1983) expect chief executive officers and directors planning 

overall corporate strategy at the very highest level to have more direct and immediate 
access to non-public information than vice presidents or beneficial owners.5 However, 

in the case of sales, the results of Nunn et al. are mixed. In the 12-month period 

following the sales, only directors and beneficial owners realise superior market 

performance. Nunn et al. attribute the poor performance of CEOs and vice presidents to 

the high visibility that may constrain them from acting on non-public decision and 

diversification needs created by substantial stock option plans.

3.2 Market reactions to the share sales

So far, the study has only discussed motivation and reactions to the share sales on the 

secondary market conducted by the venture capitalists and insiders. Consequently, the 

next question is why do these sales have the stated price effect. A brief market 

microstructure examination will shed some light on the issue. Lock-up expiration is a 

previously known event, which allows us to study how stock prices and volume behave 

when there is a significant increase in the supply of shares. This analysis is especially 

relevant for two distinct areas of the finance literature, namely the tests of market 

efficiency and stock’s elasticity.

3.2.1 Market efficiency

The efficient market hypothesis predicts that information is widely and cheaply 

available to investors and that all relevant and ascertainable information is already

5 Those holding 10% or more of the outstanding shares are also subject to insider trading restrictions 
regulated by the SEC.
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reflected in security prices. If prices reflect always reflect all relevant information, then 

they will change only when new information arrives. Clearly, because the end of the 

lock-up period is known in advance and is clearly not information-based, there should 

not be, on average, any price impact around the lock-up expiration. Any anomalous 

effect observed around the lock-up expiration will violate the efficient market 

hypothesis.

3.2.2 Stock ’s elasticity

With respect to the stock’s elasticity, there are a variety of papers that look at this 

question. Perhaps, the most successful studies handle block trades and index changes, 

i.e. temporary shifts in supply and demand. However, it must be acknowledged that 

block trades and index changes represent only temporary shifts in supply and demand 

while at the lock-up expiration the supply of shares increases permanently.

Brealey and Myers (1996) claim that investors do not buy a stock for its unique 

qualities; they buy it because it offers the prospect of a fair return for its risk. This 

means that stocks should be almost perfect substitutes. Therefore, the demand for the 

company’s stock should be very elastic. Brealey and Myers advice to consider the price 

effects of large block trades. Since demand is elastic, one could conclude that the seller 

would have to cut the offering price only slightly to sell the shares. However, Brealey 

and Myers argue: “Elastic demand does not imply that stock prices never change when 

a larger sale or purchase occurs; it does imply that you can sell large blocks of stock at 

close to the market price as long as you can convince other investors that you have no 

private information.”

In a widely acknowledged paper, Scholes (1972) considers the effect on a stock’s price 

in case of the sale of a large secondary block of stock. The purpose of the exercise was 

to test the predictions of the price pressure hypothesis against those of the substitution 

hypothesis. Price pressure hypothesis assumes that investors consider a security to be a 

unique commodity with a low cross-elasticity of demand with other securities. Large 

block trades cause price declines as a function of the size of the trade, as an inducement 

to investors to purchase the shares. Substitution hypothesis posits that since securities
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provide similar potential consumption streams, they are close substitutes. It implies that 

investors can alter their holdings in securities at approximately the prevailing market 

price.

Scholes (1972) finds that prices fell permanently by around 2% but the size of this fall 

was insensitive to the quantity of stock that came on the market. Scholes’ conclusion 

was that the price change was mainly due to the signal contained in the sale and that the 

evidence strongly supported the substitution hypothesis. Thus, the fall in price was 

mainly attributed to the identity of the seller. The largest negative abnormal returns 

were experienced when seller was a corporation, officer, investment company or mutual 

fund. Their sales seem to contain information of significant value and indicate 

possession of inside information. In the spirit of Scholes, one could easily conclude that 

large share volume at the lock-up expiration would involve contemporaneous negative 

returns since the chance of an insider being the seller is apparent.

On the other hand, Allen and Postlewaite (1984) argue that the price effect of a sale of 

stock depends crucially on the degree to which the likelihood of this event has been 

taken into account by traders. The expiration of the lock-up is a well-known event and 

the probability of large block trades is obvious. Therefore, the current stock price will 

already reflect this, and the price may not change very much even though the demand 

curve is downward sloping. Allen and Postlewaite do not want to reject the price- 

pressure hypothesis. They state that the price change around the date of sale could be a 

significant underestimate of the overall price-pressure and, thus, it may be necessary to 

go back many months or even years before. However, as far as the expiration of the IPO 

share lock-up is concerned, it is not possible to follow this suggestion due to the short 

history of price quotes.

Later research is rather ambiguous on whether a large number if shares can be sold at 

the prevailing market price and at a small cost. Mikkelson and Partch (1985) find a 

significant two-day stock price decrease of 2-3% at the initial announcement of 

secondary distributions. The price declines are greater for offerings by officers and 

directors and for large offerings, but are significant for all types of sellers and for large 

and small offerings. Consistent with Allen and Postlewaite (1984), the offerings do not 

incorporate negative price reactions when secondaries are announced in advance. Being
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able to use more accurate intra day data, Barclay and Litzenberger (1988) record 

abnormally high volume and a -1,3% average return during the 15 minutes following an 

announcement of a new equity issue. After the issuance of new shares, there is, 

conversely, a significant price recovery of 1,5%. The issue size is uncorrelated with the 

announcement effect. Thus, there is no strong support for downward sloping demand 

curves.

To explain the shown negative returns associated with equity offerings more 

thoroughly, Lease, Masulis and Page (1991) examine biases in the location of the 

closing transaction price relative to the closing bid and ask quotes. They find a 

predominance of sell orders on the offering date which is followed by a rebound in buy 

orders on the following day. Similarly, there are corresponding biases in the closing 

price relative to the bid and ask quotes. At least half of the negative stock returns seem 

to be flow-induced. Thus, Lease, Masulis and Page argue that when systematic order 

flow imbalances are anticipated, average event day returns can be significantly biased. 

The bias is of greatest concern where percentage bid-ask spreads are relatively large, 

i.e., stocks of smaller firms or firms with low equity capitalisation and stocks with high 

price variability.

In measuring a stock’s elasticity Harris and Gurel (1986) and Shleifer (1986), however, 

urge cautiousness when interpreting the results on various price pressure hypotheses 

because secondary distributions, block sales, and new issues are often associated with 

negative information about future prospects. Without controlling for the information 

effects of these sales, conclusions on short- and long run elasticises may be 

inconclusive. By examining the price and volume effects associated with changes in the 

S&P 500 list, the information effects can be controlled, since it is unlikely that the 

changes convey information about the future prospects. The results of Harris and Gurel 

support the price pressure hypothesis: there is an economically and statistically 

significant immediate price reaction of 3%, which is, nevertheless, fully reversed after 
two weeks. Interestingly, at the same time Shleifer posits that demand curves for stocks 

do slope down: abnormal returns continue to exist at least for ten days after the 

inclusion in the S&P 500.
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More recently, Lynch and Mendenhall (1997) document a positive 3,8% cumulative 

abnormal return over a week starting the day after the announcement and the return is 

only partially reversed. These results indicate the existence of temporary price pressure 

and downward sloping long-run demand curves for stocks. Finally, to provide evidence 

outside the U.S., Kaul, Mehrotra and Morck (2000) report that stocks in Toronto Stock 

Exchange experienced statistically significant excess returns of 2,3% in the week when 

the previously announced weight change in the index became effective. As no price 

reversal occurred during the following weeks, the study supports the hypothesis that 

demand curves for stocks slope down.

Put shortly, previous empirical studies on the slope of demand curves for common 

stocks have not been able to conclusively disentangle the effects related to downward 

sloping demand curves, information, and price pressure. In conclusion, one can expect 

negative returns at the lock-up expiration if 1) extensive share sales by the shareholders 

previously subject to the lock-up provisions cause the market to revise downward its 

assessment of the firm’s prospects or 2) demand for the firm’s shares is not perfectly 

elastic. Furthermore, it seems realistic to expect that the relative decrease in stock price 

at the lock-up expiration is greater, the larger is the number of shares unlocked relative 

to the number of shares outstanding.
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4 Previous studies

IPO share lock-ups have only recently become the focus of academic interest. The 

following short literature review on earlier lock-up studies is divided basically in two 

parts. First, three studies that have modelled the lock-up characteristics, namely fraction 

of shares locked and the length of the lock-up period, are presented first. Then, seven 

studies, five from the U.S and two from Europe, covering the price effects and volume 

around the lock-up expiration are being handled.

4.1 Studies modelling lock-up characteristics

By examining 1 948 U.S. IPOs in 1988-1996 Brav and Gompers (2000) find support for 

the notion that lock-ups serve as commitment mechanisms at the time of the IPO. 

Insiders of firms that are associated with greater informational asymmetries, that are 

small caps, lock-up their shares for a longer period of time. Furthermore, Brav and 

Gompers (2000) report shorter lock-up periods for IPOs backed by higher tier 

investment banks or venture capital investors. The fraction of shares locked behaves 

similarly suggesting that these two dimensions serve as substitutes to each other. In a 

signalling equilibrium higher quality firms either lock themselves for a longer period or 

lock a larger amount of shares to separate themselves from low quality firms.

The model formulated by Brau et al. (2001) provides more insight into how lock-ups 

can be a signalling solution to the adverse selection problem resulting from information 

asymmetries at the time of the stock issue. In their model insiders signal by locking up 

while fearing the discovery of the true nature of the firm before the lock-up expiration. 

Good firms invest in projects and bad firms make similar investments to “keep up 

appearances”. The longer the lock-up, higher the probability that the information 
asymmetry will be eliminated before insiders can profit from their superior information 

by cashing out. During the lock-up period, information transfers can occur through 

earnings announcements, project completions, product acceptance, and analyst scrutiny. 

Thus, the higher probability of information asymmetry elimination associated with 

longer lock-ups drives out low quality firms, leading to a separating equilibrium.
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Brau et al. (2001) derive three comparative statics from their signalling model. First, 

lock-ups should be longer when the degree of asymmetric information is large (low firm 

transparency). Brau et al. use three categories of transparency measures: firm specific 

measures such as size, industry classification such as high-tech, and third party 

certification measures such as investment bank prestige. Second, insiders of good firms 

must lock-up longer when the relative cost of mimicking is lower (cost of investing in 

the positive NPV project is low). Third, insiders of good firms must lock-up longer 

when the relative benefit of mimicking is higher (benefit of the positive NPV project is 

large).

From the sample of 4 013 initial public offerings and 3 285 seasoned equity offerings in 

the U.S., between 1988 and 1999, they find a significant and robust relation between 

lock-up length and transparency and generally significant, but less robust, relations 

between lock-up length and the relative cost and benefit of the new project being 

financed.

Another interesting issue raised by Brau et al. (2001) is the windows of opportunity 

hypothesis that suggests that new issues tend to cluster in time periods characterised by 

market exuberance and overvaluation. If market participants have excessive appetite for 

equity, then managers may be able to lock up for shorter periods than otherwise. On the 

other hand, if investors believe that the adverse selection problem increases in hot 

markets as poor firms may try to go public, then investors may require longer lock-ups 

than under normal circumstances. The empirical findings show that new issue volume is 

positively related to lock-up length: investors are extra wary and demand longer lock

ups when IPO volume is high.

Another study examining lock-up characteristics is the article by Mohan and Chen 

(2001) about the information content of lock-up provisions in initial public offerings. 

Mohan and Chen posit that because influential buyers request the lock-up, the length 

conveys credible information pertinent to the risk of the IPO. Analysing 729 U.S. IPOs 

from 1990 to 1992, they find that the lock-up period signals the issuer’s riskiness and 

that a 180-day lock-up period seems to be the norm. Any departure from the norm
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(longer or shorter) suggests more uncertainty about a firm’s value and, thus, results in 

deeper IPO underpricing as well as a larger underwriter spread.

In addition, because corporate insiders possess information pertinent to the future cash 

flows of the business, abnormal trading activities occurring immediately after the 

expiration of the lock-up period reflect the market’s perception of the IPO’s true value. 

Correspondingly, Mohan and Chen (2001) find that thin trading activity occurring 

shortly after the expiration of the lock-up period is perceived by the market as good 

news, while heavy trading is regarded as bad news.

4.2 Market effects of the lock-up expiration

Since the expiry date of the lock-up agreement is publicly known at the time of the IPO, 

it should be immediately priced in the share price. Hence, at the time of the expiry of 

the lock-up agreement the average abnormal return should be equal to zero. 

Nevertheless, recent studies have found evidence of significant abnormal negative 

returns around lock-up expiry dates. This finding presents a serious challenge to the 

semi-strong version of the efficient market hypothesis. Next, we take a brief view on 

these studies.

4.2.1 U.S. evidence

Bradley et al. (2000) examine stock price behaviour in the period surrounding lock-up 

expiration for a sample of 2 529 firms over 1988 to 1997. They find an average 

abnormal return of -0,74% on the expiration day and a cumulative abnormal return of 

-1,39% over the three-day surrounding period. The negative abnormal returns are 

largely concentrated in firms with venture capital backing, which lose three to four 

percent of their value in this period, and high-tech firms with VC backing are 

particularly hard hit. Non-VC backed firms lose relatively little value, regardless of 

industry.
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Bradley et al. (2000) also examine the influence of firm size, post-IPO performance, 

stock price volatility, the percentage of shares subject to lock-up, the length of the lock

up, secondary offerings, underwriter reputation, trading volume, and other variables. 

They find little or no reaction for the non-VC sample. For the VC backed sample, strong 

post-IPO performance, high abnormal trading volume, great pre-expiration stock price 

volatility, and prestigious underwriter reputation are the most significant of these 

effects. As concerns the abnormal volume, the most noticeable is 100% spike in volume 

for the VC backed firms.

Besides examining the determinants of the lock-up characteristics as earlier discussed, 

Brav and Gompers (2000) investigate the abnormal returns too. They show that the 

price reaction at the lock-up expiration equals -1,2% on average and is larger for firms 

that lock-up a greater fraction of their shares and firms that are backed by venture 

capitalists. Brav and Gompers also find that firms with low book-to-market ratios have 

larger declines. Low book-to-market ratios are usually associated with fast growing 

firms. In contrast, the presence of high quality underwriter leads to a smaller drop upon 

lock-up expiration. Finally, average abnormal volume ranges from 20% to more than 

50% around the expiration date and is associated with almost the same factors as 

abnormal negative returns.

Brav and Gompers (2000) also provide evidence on the role of analysts around lock-up 

expirations. Both affiliated and unaffiliated analysts tend to issue more optimistic 

earnings forecasts at the time of the expiration. There appears to be no significant 

difference in the accuracy of affiliated and unaffiliated analyst forecasts. Affiliated 

analysts, however, tend to issue more favourable recommendations at the lock-up 

expiration. Brav and Gompers argue that their findings suggest management of analyst 

expectations by insiders.

The paper of Dussold and Stephens (2000) focuses on the effects of multiple lock-up 

periods and SEC regulations. In a sample of 1 619 IPOs, they find that firms generally 

experience significantly negative average abnormal returns of-0,97%, -1,03%, and - 

0,39% after first and second lock-ups as well as after 90 days of trading respectively. 

The 90-day effect is likely a result of SEC regulations that restrict the subsequent sale of 

IPO shares for 90-day increments after the issue date, subject to volume and time
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limitations. Dussold and Stephens also find that the volume of shares traded after the 

first, second and third lock-up periods as well as after 90 days significantly increases at 

the events and stays generally higher for some time afterward.

Ofek and Richardson (2000) employ data for a sample of 1 053 firms over the period 

from 1996 to 1998. They also find that at the lock-up expiry, on average, the share price 

declines by -1,15%, and the volume increases by about 61%. Ofek and Richardson 

explore several plausible explanations including bid-ask bounce, liquidity effects, and 

biased expectations of supply shocks but find little support. Hence, the evidence shows 

that this inefficiency is not exploitable. For example, the price fall is larger for stocks 

that are harder to short and for stocks with bigger bid-ask spread. Finally, the magnitude 

of the price drop is related to the stock’s underlying volatility suggesting shareholders’ 

desire to diversify their asset risk.

For a sample of 1 948 IPOs that went public during 1988-1997, Field and Hanka (2001) 

find a statistically significant price decline of-1,5% for a three-day event window, and 

a permanent 40% increase in average trading volume. Again, the abnormal return and 

volume are much larger when the firm is financed by venture capital, and they find that 

venture capitalists actually sell more aggressively than executives and other 

shareholders. Furthermore, Field and Hanka argue that the negative abnormal return is 

not caused by a change in the proportion of trades at bid price, temporary price pressure, 

or increased trading costs.

Despite the negative statistically significant abnormal returns, Field and Hanka (2001) 

doubt that declines are not large enough to provide short-term profits for traders who 

must transact at the bid and ask prices. Nevertheless, they claim that it is difficult to 

understand why traders would willingly buy shares at the ask price in the week before 

the scheduled unlock day.

4.2.2 European evidence

Using data from 142 IPOs floated on Germany’s New Market, a market for young and 

innovative companies, during 1997-1999, Nowak and Gropp (2000) report European
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evidence on the lock-up anomaly as well. They detect statistically significant -1,18% 

abnormal five-day return and a 25% increase in trading volume surrounding lock-up 

expiration. The negative abnormal returns are larger for firms with high volatility, 

superior performance after the IPO, and low free float.

Partly inspired by the U.S. studies Espenlaub et al. (2001) examine a sample of 188 

firms that went public on the London Stock Exchange (LSE) during 1992-1998. Their 

major contribution is the finding that the lock-up contracts of the LSE listed firms are 

much more complex, varied and diverse as compared to the U.S. contracts, which are 

usually standardised at 180 days after the IPO.6 Espenlaub et al. find that only 47 firms 

in their sample have a clear-cut expiry dates defined in terms of their IPO prospectuses. 

Instead, companies tie the lock-up expiry to other events in the company calendar such 

as the announcement of results, the publication of annual or interim reports, etc. This 

gives companies some discretion over the precise timing of the lock expiry, and creates 

an informational asymmetry between company insiders who are able to anticipate the 

expiry date and outsiders who cannot. Another interesting difference between lock-up 

agreements in the U.S. and U.K. is that, unlike in the U.S., U.K. agreements often 

specify different lock-up periods for directors and other shareholders, and sometimes 

give two or three staggered lock-up expiry dates for the same shareholders.

Examining the price movement around the date of lock-up expiry for the companies that 

specify lock-up expiry in terms of absolute dates, Espenlaub et al. (2001) find that the 

share prices start falling significantly during the two to three weeks before lock-up 

expiry and continue to do so for some time after the expiry. The magnitude of the fall 

on the days immediately around the expiration is again 1-2%, which is comparable to 

the U.S. findings. The deterioration in stock returns is particularly pronounced for high- 

tech companies.

6 In the U.K. these agreements are called lock-in agreements.
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5 Methodology

Methodology is presented here to assess the stock price and volume effects at the lock

up expiration. Hence, the methods are used to determine whether lock-up expiration 

involves some effects that may probably violate the efficient market hypothesis, and 

whether investors should anticipate this event. More specifically, we use a standard 

event study methodology to measure any abnormal performance at the expiration. 

Similarly, a formula is used to quantify the excess volume.

5.1 Event study

Event study methodology provides a tool to investigate the relationship between 

security prices and economic events. An event here is described as the expiration of the 

lock-up period which is denoted by t = 0. To capture the full effect of the lock-up 

expiration the event window, which is the period over which returns are measured, is 

extended to cover 10 days before and after the expiration date, namely from t - 10 to 

t + 10. Thus, the event window covers 21 trading days in total. The period is so long 

intentionally for two reasons. First, pre-IPO shareholders may not want to liquidate their 

stock positions immediately after the lock-up expiration while fearing the supply shock 

effects. Second, in many cases the exact expiration date may not be totally clear for 

outside investors anticipating the large increase in the supply of shares, and thus their 

transactions may be spread around the event date.

5.1.1 Abnormal returns

We use daily logarithmic returns to calculate security and benchmark performance. 

Especially in the case of using daily stock price data logarithmic returns are more likely 

to be normally distributed, and so conform to the assumptions of standard statistical 

techniques. These returns Rit are calculated as follows:
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fp)■* и (1)

where P¡, is the price of a security i at the end of period t, and Plt.i is the price of a 

security i at the end of period t - 1. The benchmark returns Rm, are calculated 

correspondingly.

We follow Brav and Gompers (2000) and Ofek and Richardson (2000) and use market 

adjusted returns model to compute abnormal returns. The model assumes that ex ante 

expected returns are the same for all securities and therefore equal in any period to the 

expected market return in that period:

(2)E(Rit) = E(Rml) for all/.

The ex post abnormal return ARit on security i in period t is given by the difference 

between its return and that on the market portfolio:

(3)

In our case we use the HEX Portfolio Index as market portfolio. In the HEX Portfolio 

Index the weight of a company is restricted to ten percent. It gives a more truthful 

picture about the overall market performance than the Nokia dominated HEX All Share 

Index.

It must be acknowledged that there are also more sophisticated models, such as the 

market model (MM) and the capital asset pricing model (CAPM), available to measure 

abnormal performance. These models take account the risk related to a single security. 

However, in our context the use of these models cannot be justified due to the lack 

historical price quotes to measure the required parameters. Furthermore, the estimates of 

prior performance could be heavily biased as a result of the stabilisation activities 

conducted by the underwriters. In addition, Brown and Warner (1980) state: “In some 

situations, even simpler methods which do not explicitly adjust for market wide factors 

or for risk perform no worse than the market model.”
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Then, individual abnormal returns are aggregated and an average abnormal return AR, 

across securities at any time t equals:

ARi =—------ , (4)
n

where n is the number of securities. Average abnormal return allows us study the 

overall effect of the lock-up expiration at a specific time. Furthermore, averaging the 

individual abnormal returns paves way for the use of statistical tests: the Central Limit 

Theorem guarantees that if the abnormal returns in the cross-section are independent 

and identically distributed drawings from finite variance distribution, the distribution of 

the sample mean abnormal return converges to normality as the number of securities 

increases.

However, in order to fully capture the consequences, a 21 days’ event window is used. 

To measure the abnormal returns over this interval, cumulative abnormal returns are 

calculated. The estimates of the abnormal returns are summed across days to measure 

the cumulative effect on a company. The cumulative abnormal return CARlT¡ Ti from day

T¡ to day T2 is given by:

CAR/T,,r2 (5)

As earlier, the average cumulative abnormal return CARt¡,t2 equals:

CAR nJi

CAR iTT
1=1

n
(6)

To examine the statistical significance of abnormal returns parametric t-test and non- 

parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test and generalised sign test are used. Implicit in the 

t-test are a number of strong assumptions: for example, observations must be normally
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distributed. In other words, the advantage of the non-parametric statistics is that they do 

not embody strict assumptions about the probability distributions of returns. 

Furthermore, we assume cross-sectional independence of abnormal returns. However, 

Strong (1992) states that cross-sectional dependencies in abnormal returns are not likely 

to pose inference problems occur in event studies where the events are spread diffusely 

over a long period for different securities. As the time period of the study spans over 

seven years, this assumption is not likely to be violated.

5.1.2 Parametric t-test

Using the t-test, the null hypothesis to be tested is that the mean day t abnormal return is 

equal to zero. The test statistic is calculated as the ratio of the day t mean abnormal 

return to its estimated standard deviation divided by the square root of the number of 

firms. Thus, the t-statistic for any event day t is:

t = AR,

s(ÄR,y
Vñ

~t(n- 1), (7)

where

s(ÅR')

£(ar,'-ar,)2
i=i (8)

Thus, s(ARi) is the cross-sectional standard deviation of the abnormal returns for day t. 

By using a cross-sectional, instead of a time series estimate for the standard deviation, 

we avoid the well-known problem of too many rejections of the null hypothesis caused 

by substantial increases in securities’ volatilities.

Furthermore, the t-statistic for whether the cumulative abnormal returns differ 

significantly from zero equals:
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t(n-l), (9)

where

s(CARt;,г2 ) = ^ /=1 (10)

Again, s(CARj\'T2 ) is the cross-sectional standard deviation of the cumulative abnormal 

returns from T) to T2.

5.1.3 Non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test

Using the Wilcoxon signed rank test, the null hypothesis to be tested is that the median

day t abnormal return is equal to zero. This median testing is done by Dussold and 

Stephens (2000), Ofek and Richardson (2000), and Field and Hanka (2001) in the lock

up environment also. First, absolute differences |Д.| relative to zero are obtained and

ranked accordingly for all observations concerned. Second, to each rank, a plus or 

minus sign is attached according to whether Д is positive or negative, respectively. 

Third, the signed ranks are summed, and the sum is denoted by T.

Wilcoxon signed rank test, when the number of observations is sufficiently large, is 

based on the standardised test statistic:

Г-0
(11)

where

n{n +1)(2 n +1) 
6

(12)
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5.1.4 Non-parametric generalised sign test

As previously mentioned, a non-parametric generalised sign introduced by Cowan 

(1992) is applied also. Bradley et al. (2000) use this test statistic to analyse the lock-up 

expiration effects too. The generalised sign test examines whether the number of stocks 

with negative (cumulative) abnormal returns in the event window exceeds the number 

expected in the absence of abnormal returns. The number expected is based on the 

fraction of negative returns in the 70-day estimation period from t - 80 to t - 11. The 

benefit of the generalised sign test over the ordinary sign test is that the generalised sign 

test takes account the asymmetric return distribution documented by Brown and Warner 

(1980) while the ordinary sign test requires equal numbers of positive and negative 

abnormal returns, absent a reaction to an event.

The generalised sign test is given by:

P n

n 1 -11

i=l /u z=-80

where
1 if ARit < 0 

0 otherwise.

(13)

(14)

The test statistic uses the normal approximation to the binomial distribution with 

parameter p. Define w as the number of stocks in the event window for which the 

(cumulative) abnormal return is negative. The generalised sign test statistic is:

Zc = /-"P (15)
y][np(l - p)\
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5.2 Abnormal volume

To get more comprehensive information about the effects of the lock-up expiration, 

volume at the end of the period is analysed too. This is done though a rather simple 

calculation. Thus, abnormal volume A V„ at the lock-up expiration is measured relative 

to each firm’s pre-unlock daily trading volume:

AV -_____ -__ЛУ it 1 /=-11 -1,
7o2X

/=-80

(16)

where Vu is the trading volume for firm i on day t. As earlier, individual abnormal daily 

volumes are averaged across securities at time t:

T.AV,

AV, = —------ . (17)
n

We can test whether the daily abnormal volume differs from zero using the same t-test 

as earlier using volume related parameters now. T-test for abnormal volume is defined 

as:

/ =
AV,

s(ÄV,)
л/й

t(n-l), (18)

where

s(AV,) 1
XlAV.-AV,)1

n-1
(19).
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6 Data

6.1 Sample description

A list of IPO firms was provided by the Helsinki Exchanges. The IPO data themselves 

concerning the offering and lock-up characteristics were hand-collected from the IPO 

prospectuses.7 The final terms of the offering were checked from the stock exchange 

releases. Furthermore, a number of investment banks and IPO firms were contacted to 

specify the information given in the prospectuses. Company specific information was 

supplemented by data from Delphi Economics and Finnish Trade Register. Stock price 

quotes were mainly provided by the Helsinki Exchanges. Datastream database was used 

to obtain the remaining stock quotes.

The initial sample consisted of 66 firms that performed an initial public offering on the 

Helsinki Exchanges in 1994-2000. The beginning of the period was chosen to be the 

year 1994 because no IPOs were registered on the HEX during 1991-1993. Table 1 

describes the number of IPOs, the frequency of the lock-up provisions, and the fraction 

of IPOs with venture capital backing.

Table 1: Frequency of IPOs, lock-up provisions and venture capital backing

Year

Number of IPOs

with lock-up

Number of IPOs provisions

Fraction of IPOs

with lock-up

provisions

Number of IPOs

with venture

capital backing

Fraction of IPOs

with venture

capital backing

1994 6 2 33,3 % 0 0,0 %

1995 4 3 75,0 % 1 25,0 %

1996 5 1 20,0 % 1 20,0 %

1997 9 8 88,9 % 5 55,6 %

1998 8 8 100,0% 5 62,5 %

1999 19 19 100,0% 6 31,6 %

2000 15 15 100,0% 6 40,0 %

Total 66 56 84,8 % 24 36,4 %

After checking the prospectuses, a total of 56 IPO firms were identified with a lock-up 

provision. Clearly, lock-up contracts have come an integral part of the offering 

prospectus in Finland too. Until 1996, it was only larger offerings underwritten by

7 I would like to thank Professor Matti Keloharju for generously providing his IPO prospectus material 
for use.
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international investment banks that included a lock-up clause. From 1997 on, as the IPO 

market has activated, lock-up provisions have become an ordinary practice. Actually, all 

IPO prospectuses included a lock-up clause in 1998-2000. At the same time there can be 

seen an evolving standardisation in the offering prospectuses.

During the same period venture capitalists have become more successful in absolute 

terms in introducing their portfolio companies to the Helsinki Exchanges. As none of 

the IPO firms were backed by venture capital financing in 1994, altogether six 

companies had venture capitalists as pre-IPO shareholders in 2000. Compared to the 

total IPO volume each year, the frequency of venture capital financing has not become 

more commonplace. The fraction of IPOs with venture capital backing varies each year 

implying a variable capability to tap the primary markets as an exit mechanism. Over 
the sample period the regularity of venture capital funding averages at 36,4%.8 This is 

less than Field and Hanka (2001) find in their study in the U.S. in 1988-1997: 48% of 

1 948 IPOs with lock-up agreements involved venture capital.

6.2 Offering statistics

From this point on, descriptive statistics is solely presented on the 56 IPO firms with a 

lock-up provision in the prospectus. Table 2 reports the gross proceeds from the 

offering, number of primary and secondary shares sold, fraction of primary and 

secondary shares of the offering, participation ratio, dilution, and initial underpricing. 

All figures are calculated assuming no use of over-allotment option.9

8 Venture capitalists include both private and public venture capital or private equity funds and 
companies.
9 Over-allotment option was exercised in 26 of 56 offerings. Median (mean) increase in offer size was 
12,7 (11,4) percent, which is well in line with international studies.
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Table 2: Summary offering statistics

Variable Mean Median

Standard

deviation Minimum Maximum

Gross proceeds, €m 87,5 29,1 186,3 2,5 1 068,3

Number of primary shares sold 3 998 268 895 000 12 921 773 0 93 272 354

Number of secondary shares sold 7 352 323 1 613 810 21 307 635 0 139 150 000

Fraction of primary shares sold 42,4 % 46,0 % 34,2 % 0,0 % 100,0%
Fraction of secondary shares sold 57,6 % 54,0 % 34,2 % 0,0 % 100,0%

Participation ratio 23,0 % 18,1 % 17,5% 0,0 % 65,5 %

Dilution 16,5% 13,0% 21,6 % 0,0 % 132,4%
Underpricing 24,4 % 2,7 % 57,5 % -25,6 % 263,5 %

The table covers the 56 firms floated on the HEX in 1994-2000. Gross proceeds is Po*(N„+N0>s), where P0 
is the offer price (weighted in case of multiple offer prices for various investor groups) and (Nn+N0iS) is 
the sum of primary (new) and secondary (old) shares offered. Fraction of primary and secondary shares 
sold is Nn/(Nn+N0 S) and N0-s/(Nn+N0>s) respectively. Participation ration is N0 S/N0 that is the fraction of 
pre-IPO shares N0 sold in the IPO. Dilution is N„/N0. Underpricing is Pi/P0-1, where Pi is the closing 
price on the first day of trading.

Summary statistics on the gross proceeds and number of primary and secondary shares 

sold are clearly dominated by some large companies’ flotations (e.g. state owned 

companies’ privatisations): mean figures are well above medians and the large variation 

in results is characterised by excessive standard deviations. Thus, median figures may 

give a more truthful picture about the IPO market in Finland in 1994-2000. The median 

(mean) gross proceeds from the offerings was €29,1 million (€87,5 million). This is 

surprisingly close to the recorded mean gross proceeds on NASDAQ, which amounted 

to $28,5 million in 1991-1995 (Habib and Ljungqvist, 2001).

Interestingly in contrast to international studies, the number of secondary shares sold 

outnumbers the number of primary shares sold. Thus, the pre-IPO shareholders seize the 

opportunity to dispose of their shares already at the IPO. A median (mean) initial public 

offering comprises 895 000 (3 998 268) primary and 1 610 810 (7 352 323) secondary 

shares. Furthermore, primary shares represent a median (mean) fraction of 46,0% 

(42,4%) of the total offering. Correspondingly, the secondary shares make up a median 

of 54,0% (57,6%) of the offering. The results are of interest since Brav and Gompers 

(2000) and Habib and Ljungqvist (2001) report that the primary shares constitute a 

median fraction of 100% of the offerings in the U.S. In addition, Aggarwal et al. (2001) 

find that only 26,4% of the firms in their sample have any secondary shares sold in the 

IPO.
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Although the entrepreneurs seem to actively tap the opportunity to sell their shares 

already at the IPO in Finland, they only sell a median (mean) of 18,1% (23,0%) of their 

holdings in the offering. This leaves the majority of their wealth in the company at the 

discretion of the secondary markets. Again, the participation ratio exceeds the 

international evidence: Brennan and Franks (1997) and Habib and Ljungqvist (2001) 

find that the pre-IPO shareholders sell a more modest fraction of their shares at the time 

of the offering. Moreover, by selling more secondary shares at the IPO, existing 

shareholders avoid the unwanted dilution of their ownership. The median (mean) 

increase in the number of shares remains low at 13,0% (16,5%). Underpricing follows 

extensive international evidence: median (mean) initial return is 2,7% (24,4%). Hence, 

investors have enjoyed of some very large one-time gains during the period.

In the light of the previous evidence it seems obvious that the pre-IPO shareholders are 

ready to dispose of their holdings if an opportunity arrives. Even though the majority of 

the initial public offerings consist of secondary shares, large amounts of wealth remains 

linked to the IPO firms. The question is are the pre-IPO shareholders willing to continue 

their share sales as soon as possible which is at the lock-up expiration as earliest or have 

they unloaded enough shares at the IPO already. Next, we look at the stated lock-up 

provisions more closely to see how extensively the share sales by the pre-IPO investors 

are restricted.

6.3 Lock-up statistics

6.3.1 Length of the lock-up period

Table 3 shows the distribution of lock-up periods over the sample. As hand-collecting 

information on lock-up characteristics allows us to obtain detailed data, we have divided 

the group of IPOs into two basic sub samples. Panel A contains the cases, which involve 

a single lock-up period. Correspondingly, panel В presents the cases of two staggered 

lock-up agreements.
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Table 3: Distribution of lock-up periods
Panel A: Simple lock-up agreements

Lock-up In days Frequency

155 1

180 6 !

181 1 6 months

182 4 ► total 20

183 6

184 3

201 1

290 1

365 12 1 12 months

366 5 J total 17

546 1

Total 41

Mean 269

Median 184

Panel В: Staggered lock-up agreements

First lock-up Second lock-up

Lock-up In days Frequency Lock-up in days Frequency

90 1 182 1

130 1 365 10 1 12 months

180 5 1 366 2 } total 12

181 1 6 months 501 1

182 1 ► total 13 731 1

183 4

184 2 J
Total 15 Total 15

Mean 172 Mean 386

Median 181 Median 365

As regard simple lock-up provisions, lock-up lengths seem to be clustered close to two 

time periods, namely 180 days and 365 days. The mode length is 365 days with 12 hits; 

both 180 and 183 days obtain six hits. The frequency is spread over 180 days and 365 

days because the lock-up period is not always expressed in days but rather in months. 

Thus, depending on the month and year the period of six months, for example, gets 

different values in days. Nevertheless, the neighbourhood of six month seems to be a bit 

more common with a total of 20 IPOs whereas 12 months is selected in 17 IPOs. The 

mean (median) lock-up length is 269 (184) days.

At first, compared to the majority of the earlier findings in the U.S., it appears that lock
up periods are longer in Finland: the U.S. studies report a mode and median lock-period
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of 180 days and that 63,5-80,0% of the lock-up periods are 180 days.10 However, the 

divergent findings have a clear explanation: the U.S. research that uses information 

from Securities Data Corporation (SDC) database can be biased. Dussold and Stephens 

(2000) state that SDC data is limited in that it includes only one lock-up expiration date, 

usually the 180-day lock-up data, but not necessarily either the first lock-up or even the 

largest lock-up. Using similar hand-collected data from prospectuses, Dussold and 

Stephens find a mean lock-up length of 215 days in the case of a single lock-up period. 

This matches more closely with our figures but it is still less than in our sample.

Multiple lock-up periods were detected in 15 of the total 56 cases. That is 26,8% of the 

companies. Dussold and Stephens (2000) and Mohan and Chen (2001) who use 

Compact Disclosure’s New Issues database report that 28,7% and 25,8% of the IPOs, 

respectively, have two lock-up periods. Our percentage is centred within this range.

In the case of the first lock-up period, a selling restriction of six months seems to be a 

norm. The mode is 180 days and mean (median) 172 (181) days. Correspondingly, in 

the case of the second lock-up period, pre-IPO owners are usually locked for 12 months. 

The mode is 365 days and mean (median) 386 (365) days. Dussold and Stephens (2000) 

report that the mean length for the first lock-up is 201 days, and the mean length for the 

second lock-up is 371 days. Again, the U.S. results resemble ours.

6.3.2 Fraction of shares locked

Table 4 presents more specific statistics on the lock-up provisions. Panel A incorporates 

the fraction of outstanding post-IPO shares subject to the lock-up provisions. Panel В 

presents the fraction of shares held by pre-IPO owners subject to the lock-ups. Single 

and staggered lock-up agreements are separated again. All fractions assume no exercise 

of over-allotment option.

10 For U.S. studies see Bradley et al. (2000), Brav and Gompers (2000), Ofek and Richardson (2000), 
Brau et al. (2001), Mohan and Chen (2001), Field and Hanka (2001),
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Table 4: Fraction of shares subject to lock-up provisions
Panel A: Fraction of post-IPO shares subject to the lock-ups

Mean Median

Standard

deviation Minimum Maximum

Single lock-up 62,1 % 65,6 % 16,0 % 20,9 % 85,6 %

Staggered lock-up 57,5 % 52,6 % 15,5% 34,3 % 79,5 %

First lock-up 24,5 % 28,5 % 13,0% 4,5 % 44,1 %

Second lock-up 33,0 % 30,9 % 23,4 % 1,3% 67,8 %

Panel B: Fraction of shares held by the pre-IPO owners subject to the lock-ups

Mean Median

Standard

deviation Minimum Maximum

Single lock-up 91,3% 100,0% 17,9% 29,2 % 100,0%

Staggered lock-up 94,4 % 100,0% 9,3 % 75,0 % 100,0%

First lock-up 45,1 % 43,5 % 29,3 % 4,9 % 97,0 %

Second lock-up 49,3 % 55,4 % 30,0 % 3,0 % 84,7 %

The table covers all the 56 lock-ups of the 1994 - 2000 sample. Panel A compares the number of locked
shares to the total number of outstanding shares. Panel В compares the number of locked shares to the 
total number of shares held by the pre-IPO shareholders after the offering. Single lock-up covers the cases 
with one lock-up provision for all pre-IPO shareholders. Staggered lock-up provisions include two 
separate restrictive periods for pre-IPO shareholders. The fractions for staggered lock-ups are presented 
collectively and individually.

Table 4 confirms the major importance of IPO share lock-ups also in Finland. In both 

cases, only about 40% of the outstanding shares are freely tradable after the flotation. 

The mean (median) fraction of the post-IPO shares that is subject to the single lock-up 

is 62,1% (65,6)%. The variation in the fraction of locked shares is relatively small with 

the maximum up to 85,6% of the post-IPO shares locked up. The results resemble 

highly the ones from the U.S.: the U.S. lock-up studies find mean (median) fractions 

between 58,0% and 63,0% (61,0% and 63,3%).

Staggered lock-up provisions cover 57,5% (52,6%) of the outstanding shares on average 

(at median), which is slightly less than in the case of a single period. Looking more 

closely at the Panel A reveals that the second lock-up period is actually more restrictive 

with 33,0% (30,9%) of the shares locked; the first lock-up covers 24,5% (28,5%) of the 

shares outstanding. Nevertheless, the standard deviation is larger in the case of the 

second lock-up implying a large variation in the terms and coverage of the shares.

Panel В shows that IPO share lock-ups seem to be of especially great importance from a 

pre-IPO shareowner’s point of view. Basically all their shares are locked up: the mean 

fraction is 91,3% and 94,4% for single and staggered lock-up periods. The median is a
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striking 100%. Only some outside shareholders holding rather small amounts of shares 

are allowed to sell their shares immediately after the listing. Again, the findings are 

similar to the findings from the U.S.: Field and Hanka (2001) posit that on average 95% 

of the shares retained by pre-IPO shareholders cannot be sold before the unlock date. 

About half of the pre-IPO investors’ shares are still locked until the expiration of the 

second lock-up.

Before looking closer at the cross-sectional characteristics of the IPO share lock-ups, it 

is worth going briefly through the 15 cases, which include multiple lock-up periods. The 

common denominator in these companies seems to be venture capital backing: two 

thirds, namely ten, of the IPOs have venture capitalists as pre-IPO investors. This 

exceeds easily the general frequency of venture capital funding. As basically all these 

ten firms have a merger or an acquisition, for example a management buy-out, in the 

recent history, management shareholders are the ones who usually find their shares 

locked up for a longer time period. The remaining cases with two lock-up periods 

involve one or few large shareholders, or a selling restriction imposed by the HEX.

6.4 Cross-sectional determinants of the lock-up

Table 5 presents the ordinary least squares (OLS) regression analysis over the 

dependent variable, which is the fraction of shares subject to the lock-up provision. The 

six independent variables are divided into three main groups: offering, firm, and 

ownership characteristics. The variables are based on the theoretical and empirical 

framework so the discussion here is limited to apply background in our setting.

Offering characteristics

1. Market value represents offering and firm transparency aspects. Companies with 

higher market capitalisation should be less subject to information asymmetry 

since they are more intensively scrutinised by financial analysts and money 

managers. Then, the fraction of shares locked should get a negative coefficient.
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2. The determination of the participation ratio is more ambiguous. If the pre-IPO 

shareowners are eager to dispose of their holdings already at the offering (a high 

participation ratio), outside shareholders are likely to demand extensive lock-ups 

to guarantee the alignment of interests in the future also. This would imply a 

positive coefficient. However, mathematically a high participation ratio would 

imply that since large amounts of pre-IPO investors’ shares have been sold at the 

IPO, not so many shares are left to the lock-up afterwards. This leads to a 

negative relation.

Firm characteristics

3. EBIT margin signals the firm quality and the coefficient is expected to be 

negative. Outside investors are likely to demand more extensive share lock-ups 

for companies with poor operating performance.

4. Firm age proxies the information asymmetry imbalance. As information 

asymmetries are the largest in young firms going public due to lack of historical 

track record, more shares should be locked. This is consistent with Courteau 

(1995) who argues that in the case of firms going public very shortly after their 

formation, it is more beneficial to the owner to commit to a longer holding 

period. This implies a negative coefficient.

Ownership characteristics

5. In the spirit of Megginson and Weiss (1991) venture capitalist certification 

should be negatively associated with the fraction of shares locked up. This is 

attributable to the fact that as they continuously bring companies to market they 

have their own reputation at stake. Thus, venture capital financing is likely to 

indicate high quality, which alleviates the need to lock-up shares.

6. Finally, if the ownership structure is concentrated (three largest shareholders 

own a large percentage), a large fraction of shares is likely to be locked. Major 

pre-IPO shareholders are usually the ones who find themselves locked up. This
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is to guarantee that initial entrepreneurs remain involved in the company’s future 

and are not cashing out immediately.

Table 5: OLS regression results of fraction of shares locked up
Variable Fraction locked

Constant 0,17

(0,64)

Offering characteristics

Market value, log 0,03*

(2,09)

Participation ratio -0,34"

(-2,72)

Firms characteristics

EBIT margin -0,09

(-0,70)

Firm age -0,00

(-1,23)

Ownership characteristics

Venture capital -0,10*

(-2,04)

Three largest shareholders 0,03

(0,37)

F-statistic 6,61"

R* 0,45

Adjusted R2 0,38

*,** Denote significance at the 5% and 1% level respectively (t-statistics in parentheses)
The dependent variable is the total number of locked shares in relation to the number of post-IPO shares 
for all 56 companies. Market value is the natural logarithm of the company’s valuation at the offering. 
Participation ratio is the fraction of shares that the pre-IPO owners sell at the offering. EBIT margin is the 
pre-IPO earnings before interest and taxes divided by turnover. Firm age is the number of years from the 
incorporation until the IPO. Venture capital is a dummy variable for the presence of venture capital 
financing prior to the offering. In addition, three largest shareholders row represents the fraction of shares 
owned by the company’s three largest shareholders.

The model gives a very good fit, and thus explains 45% of the cross sectional variation 

in the fraction of shares locked up. The F-statistic of 6,61 is statistically significant at 

the one percent level. One independent variable is statistically significant at the one 

percent level; two variables are significant at the five percent level.

Despite the expectations, market value obtains a positive coefficient in the equation. 

Hence, higher market valuation is positively associated with the fraction of shares 

locked up. A separate regression (not shown) was run excluding the state owned 

companies, which are, generally, larger than median and are the ones whose shares are 

highly locked up after the IPO. Market valuation remained significantly positively
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associated with the fraction of shares locked-up. The interpretation is that when 

investors are willing to pay a high price for a company at the offering they want to 

secure that the initial owners are committed to the company as well. On the other hand, 

initial offerings of large capitalisation companies may attract more informed 

institutional investors who may require extensive lock-ups before taking part in the IPO. 

In contrast, insiders may have more negotiation power in small capitalisation offerings, 

which are too small for professional money managers.

Participation ratio, the fraction of shares that the pre-IPO investors sell at the IPO, gets a 

negative sign of coefficient. This supports the notion that the more the pre-IPO 

investors are selling at the offering the less is left over the lock-up provision. Thus, if 

many pre-IPO investors have used the IPO as an exit mechanism, not so many shares 

can or have to be locked up afterwards. On the other hand, a high participation ratio 

may be a leading indicator of the pre-IPO owners’ willingness to dispose of their shares 

on the secondary markets. Then, they do not want the lock-up provisions to extensively 

block these intentions.

Venture capital characterises the ownership structure of the IPO firm. The overall 

analysis supports the venture capitalists certification hypothesis suggested by 

Megginson and Weiss (1991). Venture capitalist participation is associated with smaller 

amount of shares locked up after the listing. This observation has two imminent 

explanations. First, the presence of the professional investors that invest in private 

companies on a regular basis certifies the good quality of the IPO firm and, thus, 

convinces the IPO investors to demand easier lock-ups. Second, to prepare for the 

possible exit on the secondary markets, professional investors avoid extensive lock-up 

provisions for the stocks they own.

The three remaining independent variables, EBIT margin, firm age, and fraction owned 

by three largest shareholders, get expected coefficients but remain insignificant. Finally, 

similar regressions were run where the dependent variable was the lock-up length. The 

results did not yield any statistically significant results. Thus, the analysis supports the 

rather sceptical view of “boilerplate” documents where the lock-up length is an industry 

standard and contains no additional information about the firm itself.
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7 Event study results

7.1 Abnormal return

7.1.1 Overall sample analysis

Table 6 and Figure 1 report the event study results based on the entire sample over the 

21-day event window. The number of observations here is 68. All 41 single and 15 first 

lock-up cases are included. The number of second lock-up expirations is 12, which 

leaves three cases out due to the fact that their lock-ups had not expired yet at the time 

of the study. However, this is not likely to cause biases in our study.

Average and median abnormal returns exhibit negative returns in all but one day from 

day t - 5 to day t + 2. Furthermore, the number of firms with negative abnormal returns 

exceeds the number of firms with positive abnormal returns during the same period with 

the same exception of day t - 2. Looking more closely to the expiration day itself, the 

sample stocks underperform the market by 0,65 percentage points on average and by 

0,41 percentage points at median. Moreover, the fraction of the stocks with negative AR 

is 55,9% on day t = 0. Nevertheless, statistics shows significant results only on day 

t+ 7.

It is more interesting and fruitful to examine the cumulative abnormal returns, which 

capture the full effect of the event, to see whether the expiration of the lock-up period 

has any meaningful economic impact on security prices. We can see from Figure 1 how 

the downswing begins five trading days before the lock-up expiration ending two days 

after the event. Outside that period no noticeable pattern can be detected. Similarly, 
Bradley et al. (2000), Brav and Gompers (2000), Ofek and Richardson (2000), Brau et 

al. (2001), and Field and Hanka (2001) report that the abnormal return seems to 

represent a permanent loss and no recovery occurs after the expiration event. Most 

interestingly, Field and Hanka find also that the drift begins five days before the unlock 

day.
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Over the 21-day event window the sample firms underperform the market by 2,07 

percentage points on average. This is very close to the results found in the U.S. Panel В 

of the Table 6 confirms the observation that the decline is most pronounced from t — 5 

to t + 2: the average CAR is -2,88%, and the median CAR is -2,37% both of which are 

statistically significant at the 5 and 1 % level respectively. After that from t + 3 until t + 

10 the sample stocks actually recover slightly: the average CAR is 0,62 %, and the 

median CAR is 0,56 % **

Table 6: Event study results of abnormal return: entire sample
Panel A: Abnormal return

Fraction with Generalised

Day Average AR t-statistic Median AR z-statistic negative AR sign z-statistic

-10 -0,50 % -1,25 -0,62 % -1,50 60,3 % 1,35

-9 0,11 % 0,25 0,16 % -0,01 47,1 % -0,84

-8 0,43 % 1,14 0,29 % -0,93 39,7 % -2,05

-7 0,00 % -0,01 0,34 % -0,42 45,6 % -1,08

-6 0,15% 0,39 0,09 % -0,23 48,5 % -0,60

-5 -0,60 % -1,62 -1,02 % -1,68 64,7 % 2,07*

-4 -0,45 % -1,03 -0,55 % -1,15 55,9 % 0,62

-3 -0,19% -0,45 -0,40 % -1,14 55,9 % 0,62

-2 0,03 % 0,06 0,38 % -0,62 44,1 % -1,33

-1 -0,10% -0,28 -0,17% -0,72 54,4 % 0,37

0 -0,65 % -1,42 -0,41 % -1,14 55,9 % 0,62

1 -0,30 % -0,73 -0,06 % -0,14 50,0 % -0,35

2 -0,61 % -1,64 -0,59 % -1,69 60,3 % 1,35

3 0,28 % 0,58 0,03 % -0,37 50,0 % -0,35

4 -0,07 % -0,14 0,02 % -0,35 47,1 % -0,84

5 -0,65 % -1,59 -0,24 % -1,31 54,4 % 0,37

6 0,77 % 1,96 0,14% -1,67 41,2 % -1,81

7 -0,97 % -2,41* -0,59 % -2,22* 63,2 % 1,83*

8 0,57 % 1,22 -0,11 % -0,53 51,5% -0,11

9 0,62 % 1,43 0,02 % -0,84 48,5 % -0,60

10 0,08 % 0,18 -0,27 % -0,54 54,4 % 0,37

Panel B: Cumulative abnormal return

Fraction with Generalised

Day Average CAR t-statistic Median CAR z-statistic negative CAR sign z-statistic

-10 to+10 -2,07 % -1,23 -0,75 % -0,92 55,9 % 0,62

-5 to +2 -2,88 % -2,53* -2,37 % -2,78“ 64,7 % 2,07*

-1 to +1 -1,05 % -1,46 -0,90 % -1,20 51,5 % -0,11

+3 to +10 0,62 % 0,70 0,56 % -0,67 42,6 % -1,57

* Denotes significance at the 5% level

** Denotes significance at the 1% level 

Two-tailed t-test for means 

Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test for medians 

One-tailed generalised sign test for negative fractions
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Figure 1: Cumulative abnormal return: entire sample

Event day

As we want more specified statistics on the expiration effects, partitioned sample 

analysis will be conducted next.

7.1.2 Partitioned sample analysis

The entire sample has been divided into smaller sub samples to examine the expiration 

effects more thoroughly. The division is based on the following criteria: 1) whether the 

lock-up expiration in question is related to the single, first or second expiration date, 

and 2) whether the IPO firm is listed on the Main or I/NM list.

1) Single, first and second lock-up

As Table 7 and Figure 2 show, the CAR around the first lock-up expiration seems to 

differ clearly from the two other cases. The divergence is most notable again from t - 5 

to t + 2 when the CAR falls by 8,15%. The median decline is 4,78% and 93,3% of the 

stocks have negative cumulative abnormal returns. All figures are statistically 

significant at 1% level. The first lock-up provision usually prohibits venture capitalists, 

other institutional shareholders, and persons not belong to the top management from 

selling their shares before the expiration. Since their interests in the company are likely
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to be purely financial, and not strategic, they may prefer to unwind their investment 

positions when an opportunity arrives.

The other two groups experience negative CARs around the expiration date as well but 

the declines are much milder, and not statistically significant. During the whole 21-day 

event window the single lock-up companies have a CAR of-1,53%, on average, and the 

second lock-up firms have a negative CAR of-1,60% too. This compares with the 

-3,91% drop among the first lock-up cases. On the other hand, stock prices recover 

slightly from t + 3 to t + 10 for all sub samples.

Table 7: Event study results of abnormal return: single, first and second lock-up
Panel A: Single lock-up

Day Average CAR t-statistic Median CAR z-statistic

Fraction with

negative CAR

Generalised

sign z-statistic

-10 to+10 -1,53 % -0,82 -0,90 % -0,71 58,5 % 0,67

-5 to +2 -1,31 % -1,02 -1,58% -0,91 53,7 % 0,04

-1 to +1 -0,75 % -0,87 -0,80 % -0,68 51,2 % -0,27

+3 to +10 0,41 % 0,37 0,43 % -0,07 46,3 % -0,89

Panel B: First lock-up

Fraction with Generalised

Day Average CAR t-statistic Median CAR z-statistic negative CAR sign z-statistic

-10 to+10 -3,91 % -0,84 1,42 % -0,11 40,0 % -0,71

-5 to +2 -8,15%

ОC
O -4,78 % -3,29** 93,3 % 3,42**

-1 to +1 -2,75 % -1,55 -1,47% -1,36 60,0 % 0,84

+3 to +10 1,33 % 0,74 0,74 % -0,74 33,3 % -1,23

Panel C: Second lock-up
Fraction with Generalised

Day Average CAR t-statistic Median CAR z-statistic negative CAR sign z-statistic

-10 to+10 -1,60% -0,36 -2,08 % -0,71 66,7 % 1,02

-5 to +2 -1,65 % -0,57 -1,50% -1,02 66,7 % 1,02

-1 to +1 0,06 % 0,03 0,88 % 0 41,7% -0,71

+3 to +10 0,47 % 0,18 1,35% -0,63 41,7 % -0,71

* Denotes significance at the 5% level 

** Denotes significance at the 1% level 

Two-tailed t-test for means 

Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test for medians 
One-tailed generalised sign test for negative fractions
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Figure 2: Cumulative abnormal return: single, first and second lock-up
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2) Main list vs. I/NM list

The division between Main list and I/NM list done to examine whether there is a 

difference between small cap companies and large/mid cap companies. The division 

tries to approximate the difference between tech and non-tech firms also. I/NM list here 

represents the small cap tech companies. Brav and Gompers (2000) and Bradley et al. 

(2000) argue that the lock-up expiration has the most pronounced effect for the 

medium-to-larger firms. Moreover, Bradley et al. and Field and Hanka (2001) report 

that tech firms suffer larger declines than non-tech firms. Furthermore, Field and Hanka 

find that Nasdaq firms plummet more than NYSE-listed firms.

At first, it seems that there is little disparity between the stock price performances when 

looking at Table 8 and Figure 3. During the 21-day event window the CAR of the firms 

quoted on the Main list falls by 1,91%; the CAR of the I or NM list firms declines by 

2,33%. More dissimilarity can be observed from t - 5 to t + 2. During this period the 

I/NM listed firms plunge by 4,10%, whereas the Main listed firms fall by 2,17%. 

However, the Main listed companies’ declines prove to be more statistically significant: 

the median decline of 1,77% and the fraction of 65,1% with negative returns are both 

statistically significant at five percent level. Thus, even though the declines are more
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negative on average for I/NM listed firms, the results lack statistical significance due to 

high variability returns, and the small sample size.

An interesting observation is the strong 2,97% recovery from t + 3 to t + 10 among the 

I/NM list sub sample. The recovery during the last days of the event window can be 

associated with the relief from the price pressure, which might be a big issue among 

I/NM-listed firms, which are not as liquid as Main listed firms. **

Table 8: Event study results of abnormal return: Main and I/NM list
Panel A: Main list

Day Average CAR t-statistic Median CAR z-statistic

Fraction with

negative CAR

Generalised

sign z-statistic

-10 to+10 -1,91 % -1,04 -0,36 % -0,86 55,8 % 0,44

-5 to +2 -2,17% -1,79 -1,77% -2,32* 65,1 % 1,67*

-1 to +1 -0,38 % -0,48 0,10% -0,43 48,8 % -0,47

+3to+10 -0,74 % -0,80 -0,75 % -0,81 51,2 % -0,17

Panel B: I/NM list

Fraction with Generalised

Day Average CAR t-statistic Median CAR z-statistic negative CAR sign z-statistic

-10 to+10 -2,33 % -0,70 -0,91 % -0,39 56,0 % 0,43

-5 to +2 -4,10% -1,78 -3,87 % -1,57 64,0 % 1,23

-1 to +1 -2,19% -1,57 -2,93 % -1,44 56,0 % 0,43

+3 to +10 2,97 % 1,69 2,51 % -1,84 28,0 % -2,37

* Denotes significance at the 5% level

** Denotes significance at the 1% level 

Two-tailed t-test for means 

Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test for medians 

One-tailed generalised sign test for negative fractions
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Figure 3: Cumulative abnormal return: Main list and I/NM list
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7.2 Abnormal volume

7.2.1 Overall sample analysis

Table 9 and Figure 4 show the average abnormal volume around the lock-up expiration. 

No exceptionally large volumes are detected before the expiration. In fact, trading prior 

to the event day is actually thinner than on the 70-day estimation period. Average 

abnormal volume is significantly negative ont- 2 and t - 1. This is an indication of true 

respect for lock-up provisions stated in the prospectuses; no evidence on attempts to sell 

shares on t - 3 (the settlement period in Finland is t + 3 days) was observed. On the 

other hand, trading volume is usually low preceding major economic events. 

Furthermore, there might a lack of potential buyers willing to buy the stocks as 

described above.

Then, there is jump in average abnormal volume beginning exactly on the expiration 

date. On average, the volume increases by 33,82% on t = 0. The biggest increase in 

volume is experienced two days after the expiration on t + 2: average abnormal volume 

is 254,9%. There is no clear-cut explanation why is the peak volume occurs on t + 2. 

However, if the block sale is not bookbuilded or a large number of pre-IPO investors 

decide to enter the market once it is allowed, it is not possible to carry out all the sell
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orders in a single day due to lack of liquidity, for instance. On the other hand, the pre- 

IPO shareowners may not have the insolence to sell shares immediately on the unlock 

day. Overall, Average AV exhibits positive figures all the way from t = 0 to t + 5.

Nevertheless, even though the trading volume increases by large amounts, it is not 

statistically significant due to very large variations in volume behaviour. Thus, average 

abnormal volume is dominated by some very large increases in volume while some 

stocks are hardly traded around lock-up expiration. Bradley et al. (2000), Brav and 

Gompers (2000), Ofek and Richardson (2000), and Field and Hanka (2001) report a 

35-100% spike in volume on t = 0 depending on whether the sample has been truncated. 

While the volume subsides over the following few days, they find a permanent in 

volume of around 30 - 40%.

Table 9: Event study results of abnormal volume: entire sample
Day Average AV t-statistic

-10 -1,85% -0,11

-9 -18,81 % -1,36

-8 -18,53% -1,74

-7 6,32 % 0,22

-6 4,79 % 0,18

-5 -20,95 % -1,77

-4 8,30 % 0,27

-3 -2,97 % -0,14

-2 -25,93 % -2,46*

-1 -27,44 % -2,46*

0 33,82 % 0,99

1 106,21 % 1,26

2 254,90 % 1,53

3 25,89 % 0,93

4 17,80% 0,60

5 7,20 % 0,35

6 -22,63 % -1,71

7 51,79% 1,46

8 -13,08% -0,83

9 7,88 % 0,37

10 -11,30% -0,57

-10 to+10 17,21 % 1,51

-5 to +2 40,74 % 1,67

-1 to +1 37,53 % 1,22

+3 to +10 7,95 % 0,60

* Denotes significance at the 5% level 

Two-tailed t-test for means
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Figure 4: Abnormal volume: entire sample
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7.2.2 Partitioned sample analysis

As earlier, we want to examine the results more carefully to shed more light on the 

volume behaviour around the lock-up expiration. Again, the division is based on the 

following criteria: 1) whether the lock-up expiration in question is related to the single, 

first or second expiration date, and 2) whether the IPO firm is listed on the Main or 

I/NM list.

1) Single, first and second lock-up

Table 10 and Figure 5 contain information on the volume effect for the three sub 

samples. The average abnormal volume peaks right after the expiration in all cases. 

Again, the impact is the most notable for the first lock-up expiration group: on days 

t + 1 and t + 2 the average AV is 513% and 353% respectively. At the same time, the 

large abnormal volumes are most concentrated near the expiration date. This implies 

that venture capitalists and other institutional investors tap the opportunity to sell their 

shares as soon as possible.

Next largest volume effects are recorded among the single lock-up cases. The average 

AV is 40% on t = 0, and 309% on t + 2. For the second lock-up group the impact of
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unlocking the shares is not as straightforward as for the other two groups. After 

exhibiting an 85% increase in volume on t = 0, the abnormal volume peaks at over 

100% on t + 3, t + 4 and t + 7. Thus, the management shareholders may time their 

share sales more discreetly after the lock-up expiration.

Table 10: Event study results of abnormal volume: single, first and second lock-up
Single lockup First lockup Second lockup

Day Average AV t-statistic Average AV t-statistic Average AV t-statistic

-10 5,25 % 0,25 -31,14 % -0,78 10,49% 0,21
-9 -33,00 % -2,85** -42,20 % -3,22“ 58,90 % 0,93

-8 -14,85 % -0,98 -8,00 % -0,35 -44,30 % -3,64“

-7 32,98 % 0,71 -40,57 % -2,46* -26,18% -1,00

-6 32,70 % 0,78 -29,33 % -1,31 -47,89 % -4,22“
-5 -18,54% -1,13 -41,60% -1,91 -3,39 % -0,13
-4 -8,10% -0,31 -18,65% -0,86 98,04 % 0,64

-3 14,65 % 0,44 -25,79 % -1,28 -34,63 % -2,62*

-2 -25,30 % -1,72 -28,33 % -1,42 -25,05 % -1,09

-1 -31,97% -2,25* -39,21 % -3,02“ 2,74 % 0,07

0 40,07 % 0,80 -24,42 % -1,01 85,24 % 1,01

1 -15,70% -1,03 513,12% 1,39 14,13% 0,37

2 308,66 % 1,27 352,56 % 0,95 -50,86 % -4,20“

3 33,18% 0,99 -68,18% -4,15" 118,56 % 1,15
4 5,37 % 0,25 -33,16% -1,13 123,98 % 0,84

5 11,15% 0,41 7,71 % 0,14 -6,89 % -0,38

6 -14,48 % -0,74 -26,31 % -1,10 -45,86 % -2,91*

7 15,35% 0,61 108,54% 0,93 105,38% 0,93
8 -6,82 % -0,31 -26,36 % -0,82 -17,87% -0,57
9 -2,31 % -0,11 26,23 % 0,41 19,76 % 0,34

10 2,11 % 0,09 1,37% 0,02 -72,97 % -8,50“

-10 to+10 15,73% 0,97 25,06 % 1,01 12,44% 0,89

-5 to +2 32,97 % 1,00 85,96 % 1,40 10,78% 0,41

-1 to +1 -2,53 % -0,13 149,83 % 1,22 34,03 % 0,79

+3 to +10 5,44 % 0,32 -1,27% -0,04 28,01 % 0,91

* Denotes significance at the 5% level

“ Denotes significance at the 1% level 

Two-tailed t-test for means
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Figure 5: Abnormal volume: single, first and second lock-up
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2) Main list vs. I/NM list

The major difference between the effects on Main and I/NM listed firms is that the 

abnormal volume is much more concentrated on two days for I/NM listed firms whereas 

the volume increase lasts for the whole week for Main listed firms. For the Main list, 

the biggest volume increase occurs on day t + 1, and declines thereafter. For the I/NM 

list, the AV peaks on day t + 2, and remains weak for most of the time.

An explanation could be that while Main listed companies are larger than I/NM listed 

companies, they might have more shareholders with large blocks. Then, it may be that it 

takes a longer time for the owners of the Main listed companies to dispose of their 

shares as the market is unable to absorb the whole supply shift on a day or two. The 

ownership structure is usually more concentrated in small caps so the number of large 

sell orders may be smaller.
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Table 11: Event study results of abnormal volume: Main list and I/NM list
Main list l/NM list

Day Average AV t-statistic Average AV t-statistic

-10 -0,54 % -0,02 -4,11 % -0,16

-9 0,79 % 0,04 -52,52 % -5,50"

-8 -8,68 % -0,58 -35,48 % -2,80"

-7 35,32 % 0,79 -43,56 % -3,13“

-6 20,70 % 0,53 -22,57 % -0,93

-5 -23,06 % -1,44 -17,32% -1,00

-4 -16,26% -0,74 50,55 % 0,66

-3 -5,09 % -0,21 0,67 % 0,02

-2 -20,05 % -1,40 -36,03 % -2,40*

-1 -34,20 % -3,32" -15,81 % -0,64

0 17,39% 0,60 62,07 % 0,79

1 175,64% 1,33 -13,19% -0,68

2 107,49 % 0,83 508,44 % 1,29

3 59,60 % 1,43 -32,08 % -1,57

4 45,97 % 1,02 -30,64 % -1,90

5 31,16% 1,11 -34,00 % -1,33

6 -14,38 % -0,74 -36,81 % -2,77*

7 55,77 % 1,29 44,96 % 0,72

8 -2,96 % -0,13 -30,48 % -1,78

9 -15,59% -0,93 48,24 % 0,98

10 -14,84 % -0,65 -5,22 % -0,14

-10 to+10 18,77% 1,44 14,53 % 0,67

-5 to +2 25,23 % 1,05 67,42 % 1,29

-1 to +1 52,94 % 1,18 11,02 % 0,34

+3 to +10 18,09% 1,02 -9,50 % -0,50

* Denotes significance at the 5% level 

** Denotes significance at the 1% level 

Two-tailed t-test for means
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Figure 6: Abnormal volume: Main list and I/NM list
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7.3 Cross-sectional determinants of CAR and A V

As earlier, ordinary least squares regression analysis is conducted to understand the 

lock-up characteristics and its effects more thoroughly. Table 12 contains the same 

explanatory variables as before plus some new variables, which are based on the 

secondary market data. Here, the dependent variables are the 8-day cumulative 

abnormal return and abnormal volume from t - 5 and t + 2. Both dependent variables 

are analysed simultaneously to provide insights into interactions between abnormal 

return and volume. This time period was chosen because the price effect was observed 

to be the most pronounced then. All lock-up expirations are considered.

Before examining the results we will go briefly through the explanatory variables to 

bring up the expectations that are based on the theoretical background and previous 

lock-up studies that have been commented earlier. The reasoning goes as follows:

Offering characteristics

1. In the framework of downward sloping demand curves, the fraction of shares 

locked up is expected to be negatively associated with CAR and positively with 

AV due to the shift in supply of shares. As more shares have been locked, the
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greater is the increase in the number of freely tradable shares. Then, more new 

sellers may come to the market at once and, thus, repress the share price.

2. Market value coefficient is expected to be positively associated with price 

performance since information asymmetries are less severe in large caps since 

they have been actively scrutinised by analysts and media during the lock-up 

period.

3. The higher the participation ratio, the lower the bonding, and the more negative 

the expected returns at the lock-up expiration date when insiders have their first 

opportunity to sell shares. The percentage of secondary shares offered in the IPO 

reflects the extent to which managers and other insiders sell their own shares 

versus the firm selling shares in the IPO. Insiders who sell a large percentage of 

their personal shares send a negative signal. When these insiders are able to sell 

their remaining shares at the lock-up expiration, we expect additional negative 

returns and abnormally high volume.

Firm characteristics

4. The coefficient of the EBIT margin can be interpreted in two ways too. A 

positive coefficient for CAR and negative for AV would imply that owners of 

the high quality companies do not sell their shares at the expiration and repress 

the share price. A contrast situation would indicate earnings management at the 

IPO suggested by Jain and Kini (1994) and Teoh et al. (1998), and the insiders’ 

willingness to bail out as the firm loses the earnings momentum.

5. Firm age is expected to be positively associated with CAR and negatively with 

AV. Smaller information asymmetry related to older established firms is likely 

support price performance around the lock-up expiration.

Ownership characteristics

6. Venture capital is expected to be negatively associated with CAR and positively 
with AV. The assumption is based on the findings of Bradley et al. (2000), Brav
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and Gompers (2000), and Field and Hanka (2001) who claim that venture 

capitalists sell more aggressively at the lock-up expiration. This is 

understandable since their main duty is to invest in privately held companies.

7. A concentrated ownership structure is expected to support the share price and 

limit abnormal volume around the expiration. This can be expected since large 

shareholders cannot dispose of their shares easily. For instance, permission from 

the parliament is a prerequisite for the reduction of ownership in the state owned 

companies. Moreover, in closely held companies share sales by the initial 

founders right at the lock-up expiration may be questioned by outside investors. 

Thus, companies that have a dispersed ownership base are most subject to a 

selling wave after the expiration date.

Dummy variables

8. Dummy variables are used to control for multiple unlock events.

Market performance

9. The findings of Bradley et al. (2000) and Nowak and Gropp (2000) suggest that 

a high price runup since the IPO is likely to encourage the pre-IPO investors to 

dispose of their shares and realise the profits. This is expected to lead into a 

negative performance and abnormally high volume around the expiration.

10. Furthermore, Bradley et al. (2000, Nowak and Gropp (2000)), and Ofek and 

Richardson (2000) show that high price volatility prior to the unlock-up might 

trigger the locked shareholders to diversify their holdings, as it is possible after 

the expiration of the lock-up period. This represses the share price and increases 

volumes.

11. Finally, cumulative abnormal return and abnormal return are expected to be 

negatively correlated and, thus, carry a negative coefficient. This assumption is 

based on the observations of Ofek and Richardson (2000) and Field and Hanka 

(2001) around the lock-up expiration.
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Table 12: OLS regression results of CAR-5, +2 and AV -5, +2

CAR -5, +2 AV -5, +2

Constant 0,24 -0,87

(1,27) (-0,21)

Offering characteristics

Fraction locked-up -0,29** 3,94
(-3,03) (1,81)

Market value, log -0,01 0,11

(-0,80) (0,51)
Participation ratio -0,15 5,79“

(-1,56) (3,03)

Firms characteristics

EBIT margin 0,03 0,81
(0,39) (0,46)

Firm age -0,00 0,01

(-1,18) (0,49)

Ownership characteristics

Venture capital -0,06 -0,32

(-1,81) (-0,47)
Three largest shareholders 0,18** -5,68“

(2,69) (-4,48)

Dummy variables

First lock-up -0,04 0,20
(-1,62) (0,33)

Second lock-up 0,04 -0,99

(1,35) (-1.44)

Market performance

Price runup -0,00 -0,05
(-0,29) (-0,37)

Price volatility -0,42 6,18
(-0,58) (0,40)

AV -5, +2 0,01*

(2,18)
CAR -5, +2 6,06*

(2,18)
F-statistic 2,81** 2,87“
R2 0,38 0,39
Adjusted Ft2 0,25 0,25

Denote significance at the 5% and 1% level respectively (t-statistics in parentheses)
The dependent variables are the 8-day cumulative abnormal return and abnormal volume from t-5 and t 
+ 2 for all 68 observations of expirations. Fraction locked up is the total number of locked shares in 
relation to the number of post-IPO shares. Market value is the natural logarithm of the company’s 
valuation at the offering. Participation ratio is the fraction of shares that the pre-IPO owners sell at the 
offering. EBIT margin is the pre-IPO earnings before interest and taxes divided by turnover. Firm age is 
the number of years from the incorporation until the IPO. Venture capital is a dummy variable for the 
presence of venture capital financing prior to the offering. In addition, three largest shareholders row 
represents the fraction of shares owned by the company’s three largest shareholders. First and second 
lock-ups are dummy variables to separate different events for same companies. Price runup is price 
performance from the offer price until t - 11. Price volatility is the standard deviation of daily returns 
from t-80 to t- 11. AV -5, +2 is the average abnormal volume during the corresponding period. CAR - 
5, +2 is the cumulative abnormal return for the denoted period.
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As for CAR, two independent variables, namely fraction locked up and three largest 

shareholders, are statistically significant at the one percent level. One independent 

variable, that is AV -5 to +2, is statistically significant at the five percent level. 

Furthermore, the model explains 38% of the cross-sectional variation in CARs. As 

concerns AV, two independent variables, namely participation ratio and three largest 

shareholders, are statistically significant at the one percent level, and one variable, CAR 

-5 to +2, at the five percent level. Moreover, the model explains 39% of the cross- 

sectional variation in AVs.

First, the finding that the greater is the fraction of shares locked-up the more negative 

the CAR is consistent with the results of Bradley et al. (2000), Brav and Gompers 

(2000), and Field and Hanka (2001). The evidence is further strengthened by the finding 

concerning abnormal volume. In this case the fraction of locked shares is positively 

associated with the abnormal volume at the ten percent level. The positive coefficient 

emphasises the supply shift effect, which eventually leads to a negative price 

performance. The greater is the fraction of locked shares, the greater is the supply- 

demand imbalance at the lock-up expiration.

Second, participation ratio, which stands for the fraction shares that the pre-IPO owners 

sell at the IPO, is positively associated with abnormal volume around the expiration. 

The interpretation is that if the pre-IPO investors have been willing to dispose of their 

shares at the offering, they are likely to continue their shares at the lock-up expiration. 

Hence, the public listing works as mechanism to gradually reduce the holdings in the 

firm. Participation ratio is negatively associated with CAR too even though the relation 

is not statistically significant.

Third, venture capital is statistically significant at the 10% level for CAR regression. 

The negative coefficient of the venture capital financing is expected as well and 

confirms the U.S. evidence by Bradley et al. (2000), Brav and Gompers (2000), and 

Field and Hanka (2001). However, venture capital is negatively related to the abnormal 

volume although the coefficient remains insignificant. An explanation might be that 

venture capitalists eager to sell their sales might have executed their sale transactions 

already at the early release of the lock-up provision as we will later see. Then, the
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negative price performance around the lock-up expiration may be driven by pure fears 

that VCs will enter the market again.

Fourth, a concentrated ownership structure, represented by the fraction owned by the 

three largest shareholders, supports stock performance around the lock-up expiration. 

Moreover, if the three largest shareholders possess a large fraction of the shares, the 

abnormal volume around the expiration date is smaller. An explanation might be that 

founders, strategic investors and governments cannot or do not want to liquidate their 

positions right away since their holdings serve also other than purely financial purposes. 

On the other hand, if the ownership base is dispersed, a pre-IPO investor might feel that 

his power is limited, and wants to reduce holding for diversification purposes for 

example. This evidence supports the argumentation of Brennan and Franks (1997).

Fifth, abnormally large trading volume is positively associated with the cumulative 

abnormal return during the same period and vice versa. This is in contrast to what Ofek 

and Richardson (2000) and Field and Hanka (2001) find in their studies. They explain 

their findings with the permanent shift in volume from the unlocking of shares. On the 

other hand, there is a plausible explanation for our conflicting results as well. Outside 

shareholders who want to dispose of their shares just before the expiration date may 

have problems in finding buyers who fear the supply shift effects too. Then, buyers may 

require a discount if they buy shares in the week before the unlock date.

Finally, our information asymmetry variables, market valuation and firm age, remain 

insignificant in both regressions. This indicates that lock-up provisions diminish 

problems related to information asymmetry. Furthermore, previous operating 

performance is not found to depict the price and volume effects. Most surprisingly, 

secondary market performance is not related to CAR or AV. The explanation of Ofek 

and Richardson (2000) for similar result is that with significant wealth, the marginal 

value of gaining or losing a dollar is reduced if the agent is risk averse. However, as we 

will next see, an impressive price runup can often persuade the lead manager to 

intervene the lock-up provision earlier than expected.
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8 Early lock-up releases

The empirical investigation of lock-up expirations revealed that pre-IPO investors are 

sometimes released from the selling restriction in advance. As stated in the 

prospectuses, this can be done at the discretion of the lead manager. Analysis here is 

based on the public stock exchange releases; no insider sales records were available due 

to the fact they are public only for the last 12 months.

8.1 Release characteristics

Brav and Gompers (2000) and Field and Hanka (2001) have examined these early sales 

based on the U.S. data. Field and Hanka report that their conversations with 

underwriters indicate that they feel pressure to grant early release, particularly when the 

insider is a venture capital firm with whom the underwriter would like to conduct future 

business. In, addition if the stock price is high relative to the offer price, and trading 

volume is not too thin, the underwriter will occasionally grant small, partial early 

release to executives who need cash for personal reasons.

Table 13 provides summary information on the 11 observed early lock-up releases. First 

column is the company concerned, % of length stands for the fraction of the passed 

lock-up period at the time of the transaction, price runup is stock’s performance from 

the offer price until the sale, % of holding represents the fraction of shares that the 

sellers dispose of, % of locked is the fraction of locked shares that is sold, and % of 

shares outstanding reports the fraction of outstanding shares that changes the owner. 

Furthermore, the identity of the seller and the primary reason for the sale transaction are 

being shown.
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Table 13: Summary statistics: early lock-up releases
%of Price %of %of % of shares

Company length runup holding locked outstanding Seller Reason

KCI Konecranes Int. 68,3 % 69,1 % 74,1 % 58,6 % 27,4 % VC SEO

Elisa Communications 37,9 % 280,8 % 50,0 % 50,0 % 26,7 % HPY SEO

Roela 74,6 % 13,3% 100,0% 39,8 % 10,9% VC Liquidity

JOT Automation Group 48,2 % 205,2 % 19,3% 19,3% 5,3 % Management Liquidity

Rapala VMC 26,6 % 35,9 % 1,1 % 1,1 % 0,5 % VC Debt service

Aidata Solution 64,5 % 1136,6% 49,5 % 37,5 % 12,4 % VC Liquidity

Comptel 42,3 % 574,4 % 3,9 % 3,9 % 2,3 % Elisa Communications Liquidity

Eimo 94,8 % 250,0 % 43,6 % 43,6 % 15,3% Management Liquidity

F-Secure 90,7 % 367,5 % 8,9 % 8,8 % 6,1 % Management Liquidity

Jippii Group 69,3 % -57,8 % na 17,1 % 6,1 % Management Liquidity

Vacon 50,4 % 52,7 % 19,8 % 7,9 % 2,0 % Konecranes Finance Liquidity

Mean 60,7 % 266,2 % 37,0 % 26,2 % 10,5%

Median 64,5 % 205,2 % 31,7 % 19,3% 6,1 %

As earlier stated, an early release was noted in 11 of the 68 cases, which is 16 percent. 

This fraction is surprisingly high: Field and Hanka (2001) find announcements of early 

release for only 1,1% of their sample. On the other hand, after looking at insider share 

sales reported to the SEC, Field and Hanka find at least one reported sale before the 

scheduled unlock day in 28% of the cases. Using a more comprehensive sample Brav 

and Gompers (2000) find that even 60% of the firms have insider sales prior to lock-up 

expiration. This raises doubts that the percentage of early sales would be higher in our 

sample also if insider transaction data had been available.

The release usually happens on the latter half of the lock-up period: the mean (median) 

fraction of the time that has passed is 60,7% (64,5%). This is centred nicely in the range 

of 56-63% that Brav and Gompers (2000) find. In two cases, that is Eimo and F-Secure, 

the lock-up was released just before the expiration allowing the management to surprise 

the market while avoiding the uncertainties linked to the expiration.

A common denominator for the release seems to be an impressive price runup since the 

IPO: the mean (median) runup is 266,2% (205,2%). Hence, the statement in the stock 

exchange releases that the lock-up release was demand driven seems to be justified. 

Only in one case, Jippii Group, the stock had declined from the offer price. Even then 

the company stated that stock price had remained close to the offer price despite the 

declining trend of the overall market. Field and Hanka (2001) report a 44% price runup 

in their sample of early releases.
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Nevertheless, transactions related to the early releases represent significant fractions 

compared to the sellers’ holdings, locked shares and outstanding shares. The sellers 

dispose of 37,0% (31,7%) of their holdings on average (at median) at that time. This 

implies that we are talking about very large block transactions where the underwriting 

investment bank has an active role in selling the shares. Moreover, the sold shares 

represent 26,2% (19,3%) of the total number of locked shares at the time of the release 

on average (at median). Finally, 10,5% (6,1%) of the outstanding shares change hands 

on average (at median). Thus, the sellers usually belong to the top three owners.

As noted in the U.S., venture capitalists often use the opportunity of an early release, 

thus, avoiding selling speculation after the lock-up expiration. This happened in four of 

the eleven cases concerned. The next biggest selling party was the management or the 

founder himself. Knowing the price performance afterwards, it can be stated that it 

would have been wise to follow the selling decision. Interestingly, in the last three cases 

the seller has been subject to lock-up violations itself. The sellers include telephone 

cooperative HPY, Elisa Communications and Konecranes Finance which is fully owned 

by KCI Konecranes International. Whether this is just a coincidence, it is left beyond 

the scope of this study.

Finally, there were three types of motives for the early lock-up release. Most often, the 

lock-up was released to enhance liquidity and to secure a solid price performance in the 

future. Some stock exchange releases included the strong demand for the company’s 

stocks, diversification needs of the owners, and uncertainties related to the actual 

expiration date as extra motives. Two of the early releases were due to a seasoned 

equity offering. In one case, specifically Rapala, the lock-up was broken because the 

holding company of the VCs needed money to service the debt.
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8.2 Price reaction to the early release

Table 14 contains similar event study analysis as earlier but now in the case of the early 

releases. The sample includes ten firms because Vacon has been excluded due to the 

fact that its price reaction around the scheduled expiration date is unknown at the time 

of the study. The average daily abnormal return is negative in all but one day from t - 2 

until t + 10. Before that, from t - 10 to t - 3, the average AR is positive in all but one 

day in contrast. The average and median AR on day t = 0 are -0,39% and -0,75% 

respectively. The fraction with negative abnormal returns is statistically significant on 

days t-2, t + l,t + 8, t + 9, and t + 10.

Following the pattern of average AR, the average CAR peaks astonishingly high at 

10,89% three days before the expiration date. Thus, the impressive price runup 

continues almost until the early release allowing the seller to have a perfect timing. The 

decline begins two days before the event indicating that market players may get hints 

about the early release beforehand. Thereafter, the CAR continues to decline ending at 

0,21% ten days after the release. While the biggest declines occurred from t - 5 to t + 2 

for agreed lock-up expirations, in case of the early releases the price declines occur later 

due to the announcements’ surprising natures. The CAR from t - 1 to t + 1 is -3,64%, 

and the fraction with negative CARs is 80%, which is statistically significant at the 1 

percent level. From t + 3 to t + 10 the average CAR is -4,85%, the median CAR is - 

5,49%, and the fraction with negative CARs is 80%, which are all statistically 

significant at the five and one percent level.
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Table 14: Event study results of abnormal return: early lock-up releases
Panel A: Abnormal return: early release

Day Average AR t-statistic Median AR z-statistic

Fraction with

negative AR

Generalised

sign z-statistic

-10 3,34 % 1,89 2,11 % -1,58 40,0 % -0,46

-9 1,63% 0,92 0,57 % -0,15 50,0 % 0,17

-8 -0,27 % -0,35 -0,20 % -0,25 60,0 % 0,81

-7 0,34 % 0,27 -1,57% -0,15 60,0 % 0,81

-6 1,13% 2,01 0,79 % -2,09* 10,0% -2,36

-5 1,00 % 1,01 0,94 % -0,66 40,0 % -0,46

-4 2,69 % 1,37 0,32 % -0,87 40,0 % -0,46

-3 1,03% 0,81 0,33 % -0,56 50,0 % 0,17

-2 -1,57 % -1,75 -1,47% -1,68 70,0 % 1,44*

-1 -1,49 % -0,64 -0,25 % -0,46 50,0 % 0,17

0 -0,39 % -0,31 -0,75 % -0,25 60,0 % 0,81

1 -1,76% -1,38 -1,89% -1,48 70,0 % 1,44*

2 -0,61 % -1,08 -0,73 % -0,87 60,0 % 0,81

3 -0,53 % -0,32 0,38 % -0,25 40,0 % -0,46

4 -1,63% -1,11 -1,43% -0,97 60,0 % 0,81

5 1,73% 1,10 0,36 % -0,66 40,0 % -0,46

6 -0,89 % -1,23 -0,29 % -0,76 50,0 % 0,17

7 -0,25 % -0,33 0,03 % -0,25 50,0 % 0,17

8 -0,82 % -1,34 -0,97 % -1,38 70,0 % 1,44*

9 -0,94 % -1,73 -1,22 % -1,48 80,0 % 2,07**

10 -1,51 % -1,85 -0,67 % -1,78 80,0 % 2,07**

Panel B: Cumulative abnormal return: early release

Fraction with Generalised

Day Average CAR t-statistic Median CAR z-statlstlc negative CAR sign z-statistic

-10 to+10 0,21 % 0,03 -3,54 % -0,05 50,0 % 0,17

-5 to +2 -1,10% -0,28 -4,81 % -0,15 60,0 % 0,81

-1 to +1 -3,64 % -1,05 -4,32 % -1,38 80,0 % 2,07**

+3 to+10 -4,85 % -2,62* -5,49 % -1,99* 80,0 % 2,07**

Panel C: Cumulative abnormal return: actual expiration

Day Average CAR t-statistic Median CAR z-statistic

Fraction with

negative CAR

Generalised

sign z-statistic

-10 to+10 -5,36 % -1,28 -3,22 % -1,17 60,0 % 0,54

-5 to +2 -7,22 % -2,72* -5,84 % -2,19* 90,0 % 2,44**

-1 to +1 -4,04 % -2,15 -4,89 % -1,89 70,0 % 1,18

+3 to+10 4,53 % 2,55* 3,47 % -2,19* 10,0% -2,62

* Denotes significance at the 5% level

** Denotes significance at the 1% level 

Two-tailed t-test for means 
Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test for medians 

One-tailed generalised sign test for negative fractions
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An interesting extension to the early release analysis is to compare the CARs around the 

early release to the CARs around the agreed expiration date. As the sellers usually 

dispose of less than half of their holdings at the early release, the majority of the their 

stocks may still come to the market after the scheduled expiration date. In addition, an 

early release may indicate that there are also other pre-IPO owners who may desire to 

sell their shares as soon as it is possible.

Panel C of the Table 14 and Figure 7 tell that the companies whose lock-up was broken 

earlier suffer declines around the scheduled expiration date too. While around the early 

releases the downward drift is more concentrated around the release date due to its 

surprising nature, the downswing around the actual expiration begins earlier indicating 

anticipation to insider sales. Furthermore, the CAR does not seem to recover if the lock

up was broken early; a partial recovery is occurs after the expiration of the initial lock

up period.

More specifically, the price performance is the most negative during t- 5 and t + 2 for 

scheduled expiration dates. From t - 5 to t + 2 the average CAR is -7,22%, the median 

CAR is -5,84%, and the fraction with negative CARs is 90%, which are all statistically 

significant at the five and one percent level. Nevertheless, from t + 3 to t + 10 there is a 

significant recovery in share price: average CAR is 4,53%, and the median CAR is 

3,47% both of which are statistically significant at the one percent level. An 

interpretation could be that the market watches closely whether the pre-IPO owners 

continue their share sales at the actual expiration. If the pre-IPO investors refrain from 

selling their shares this time, the stocks experience a relief rally in price.
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9 Conclusions

Share lock-up provisions are an integral part of the IPO prospectus. They can help to 

align the interests of insiders and new shareholders in companies that come to market. 

Lock-ups prevent pre-IPO shareholders from flipping their shares right after the initial 

public offering, and alleviate information asymmetries before the lock-up expiration. 

But these benefits are realised at a cost - the reduction of liquidity prior to the 

expiration date. This can clog the price mechanism making it harder for investors to 

value their shares. Moreover, when restrictions end and share sales may commence, 

companies tend to come under pressure in the market. Furthermore, lock-up agreements 

can be circumvented or modified with the written consent of the lead manager of the 

offering.

The sample consisted of 56 Finnish IPOs, which included a lock-up provision in the 

offering prospectus. These firms represented 84,8% of the total number of companies 

listed during the corresponding time period of 1994-2000. In 1998-2000 all IPO 

prospectuses contained a lock-up clause. Thus, lock-up contracts have become more 

commonplace in Finland too.

Since the pre-IPO shareholders sell only 23,0% of their holdings in the offering, on 

average, the majority of their wealth in the company is left subject to the lock-up 

provision. Basically all pre-IPO shares are locked up: the median is 100%. As a result 

only about 40% of the outstanding shares are freely tradable after the flotation. 

Additionally, lock-up lengths seem to be clustered close to two time periods, namely 

180 days and 365 days. Multiple lock-up periods were detected in 15 of the total 56 

cases. In general, venture capitalists and other unaffiliated institutional investors are 

subject to the first lock-up period and management shareholders to the second lock-up 

period.

A simple OLS regression was run with the fraction of shares locked as the dependent 

variable. Contrary to the expectations, market valuation was positively associated with 

the fraction of shares locked up. Participation ratio, the fraction of shares that the pre- 

IPO investors sell at the IPO, received a negative sign of coefficient. The third 

significant variable was venture capital, which supported the venture capitalist
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certification hypothesis. Venture capitalist participation leads to a smaller amount of 

shares being locked up after the listing. The three remaining independent variables, 

EBIT margin, firm age, and fraction owned by three largest shareholders, obtained 

expected coefficients but remained insignificant. Furthermore, similar regressions were 

run where the dependent variable was the lock-up length. The results did not yield any 

statistically significant results. Thus, the analysis supports the rather sceptical view of 

“boilerplate” documents where the lock-up length is an industry standard and contains 

no additional information about the firm itself.

With regard to the expiration of the lock-up period, stock return and volume effects 

were measured too. It is clear that the unlock date causes instability and pressure on the 

stock price. The expiration date itself does not trigger a decline; most of the 

underperformance occurs already prior to the unlock date implying that the event is 

widely anticipated by the market players. Hence, the decline is not necessarily driven by 

a selling wave after the expiration of the lock-up, but it is depicted by uncertainty and 

thin trading volume while the investors are afraid of the insiders’ potential sell orders.

More specifically, the downswing begins five trading days before the lock-up expiration 

and ends two days after the event. During that period the average cumulative abnormal 

return is -2,88%, which statistically significant at the 5% level. As regards abnormal 

volume, trading just prior to the event day is actually abnormally thin. Accordingly, no 

evidence on attempts to sell shares on t - 3 was observed. Then, there is a jump in 

average abnormal volume beginning exactly on the expiration date. Overall, average 

AV exhibits positive figures all the way from t = 0 to / + 5 during which the abnormal 

volume varies between 7,20% and 254,90%.

In the case of multiple lock-up periods, the CAR around the first lock-up expiration 

seems to differ clearly from the two other cases. The divergence is most notable again 

from t - 5 to t + 2 when the average CAR of the first lock-ups falls by 8,15%. The other 

two groups experience negative CARs around the expiration date as well but the 

declines are much milder, and not statistically significant. The average abnormal 

volume peaks right after the expiration in all cases, but is the most noteworthy for the 

first lock-up expiration group. At the same time, the sub samples’ abnormally large 

volumes are most concentrated near the expiration date. Since the interests of venture
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capitalists, other institutional shareholders, and persons not belong to the top 

management are likely to be purely financial, and not strategic, they may prefer to 

unwind their investment positions as soon an opportunity arrives.

Furthermore, I/NM listed firms seem to suffer more prior to the expiration date than 

their Main listed peers, but there is a strong recovery after the event among the I/NM 

list sub sample. The recovery during the last days of the event window can be 

associated with the relief from the price pressure, which might be a big issue among 

I/NM-listed firms, which are not as liquid as Main listed firms. As concerns abnormal 

volume, the major difference between the effects on Main and I/NM listed firms is that 

the abnormal volume is much more concentrated on two days for I/NM listed firms 

whereas the volume increase lasts for the whole week for Main listed firms.

OLS regressions were run to explain the cross-sectional variation in cumulative 

abnormal returns and abnormal volume also. First, in line with the previous studies, it 

was found that the greater is the fraction of locked shares, the greater is the supply- 

demand imbalance at the lock-up expiration; the fraction of the shares locked was 

negatively associated with CAR and positively with AV. Second, participation ratio 

was positively associated with abnormal volume around the expiration. The 

interpretation is that if the pre-IPO investors have been willing to dispose of their shares 

at the offering, they are likely to continue their shares at the lock-up expiration. The 

relation between CAR and participation ratio negative as expected but remained 

insignificant. Third, venture capital coefficient was negative and statistically significant 

at the 10% level for CAR regression but insignificant for AV. Then, the negative price 

performance around the lock-up expiration may be driven just by pure speculation that 

VCs will flood the market with their shares. Fourth, a concentrated ownership structure 

supports stock performance and reduces abnormal volume around the lock-up 

expiration. It appears that the founders, strategic investors and governments cannot or 

do not want to liquidate their positions right away since their holdings serve also other 

than purely financial purposes. Fifth, in contrast to earlier evidence abnormally large 

trading volume was positively associated with the cumulative abnormal return during 

the same period and vice versa. Outside shareholders may have problems in finding 

buyers who fear the supply shift effects, and require a discount to buy shares in the
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week before the unlock date. Surprisingly, information asymmetry and secondary 

market performance variables remained insignificant in both regressions.

An explanation for the stock price runup not being associated with CAR or AV is that 

the lock-up provision is likely to be intervened by the lead manager if the stock has 

appreciated significantly from the offer price. Early release was detected in 11 of the 68 

cases, which is surprisingly often. The action comes as a negative surprise to the 

market, and stock price loses the momentum it has gained. The average abnormal return 

is negative in all but one day during the 10-day period after the early release, and the 

CAR is highly negative at -7,60%. Furthermore, the companies whose lock-up was 

broken earlier suffer further declines around the actual expiration date: from t - 5 to t + 

2 the average CAR is -7,22%.

The lesson from this study is that investors should pay attention to the extent of the 

lock-up provision in the offering prospectus, and anticipate the unlock date. IPO share 

lock-ups are an important tool, besides underpricing, in signalling the firm quality. 

While extensive lock-ups may help to support the price performance in the short term, 

they may distort the fair pricing of the stock, and cause major turbulence around the 

expiration date.

When it comes down to making investment decisions in practice, investors ought to be 

especially careful with the stocks about to unlock soon. There is no rationale to buy a 

stock in the week before the scheduled unlock day, ceteris paribus. It could pay to sell 

or even short a stock if a high fraction of the stocks have been locked up, the company 

is backed by venture capitalists, or the ownership base is dispersed. However, the case 

is not this straightforward always: the lead manager can circumvent the lock-up period 

due to the expected unrest at the expiration. A stock exchange release referring to this 

action should act as a signal to sell shares as well. Hence, it is recommended for 

financial analysts and market strategists to take account the unlock dates when giving 

advice to their clients.
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Appendix A: List of sample companies
Year of IPO Company Year of IPO Company

1994 Espoon Sähkö Oy 1999 Oyj Liinos Abp
Kemira Oy Marimekko Oyj

1995 Neste Oy Nedecon - Network Development Consulting Oyj

Nokian Renkaat Oy Perlos Oyj

Rauma Oy Proha Oyj
1996 KOI Konecranes International Oy San ¡tee Oyj Abp
1997 Elcoteq Network Oyj Stonesoft Oyj

Helsingin Puhelin Oyj SysOpen Oyj

Incap Oy Technopolis Oulu Oyj

Jaakko Pöyry Group Oyj Teleste Oyj
Metsä Tissue Oyj TH Tiedonhallinta Oyj
Nordic Aluminium Oy Tieto-X Oyj
PK Cables Oy TJ Tieto Oyj
Roela Oy 2000 BasWare Oyj

1998 А-Rakennusmies Oyj Beltton-Yhtiöt Oyj
Fortum Oyj Biotie Therapies Oyj

Exel Oyj Digital Open Network Environment Oyj Done

JOT Automation Group Oyj Etteplan Oyj
PMJ automec Oyj eQ Online Oyj

Rapala Normark Oyj locore Oyj
Sonera Oyj Okmetic Oyj
Sponda Oyj Satama Interactive Oyj

1999 Aidata Solution Oyj Saunalahti Oyj

Biohit Oyj SSH Communications Security Oyj
Comptel Oyj Tecnomen Oyj
Eimo Oyj Tekla Oyj
Data Fellows Oyj Vacon Oyj

Janton Oyj Wecan Electronics Oyj
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